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THE SOUTHWESTERN ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION

MARCH 27.30, 1991 I
MARIOTT RIVERWALK HOTEL AND SAN ANTONIO CONVENTION CENTER

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

CALL FOR PAPERS
,

You are cordially invited to attend and to participate in the annual conterence of the
Southwestern Economics Association to be held in San Antonio, Texas, Mar6h 27·30,
1991, in conjunction with the Southwestern Social Science Association meeting.

CALL FOR PAPERS, DISCUSSANTS, CHAIRPERSONS:
Papers, discussants and session Chairpersons are invited for the 1991 SWEA Conference. Complete the
attached form or provide the following information in a letter by October 15, 1990: Name, Address,
Professional Affiliation, Position, and Telephone Number. Give the ririe, a brief description and suggested
topic area with code number for proposed papers or panels. Abstracts of papers and comments by
discussants maybe published in the Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts .

DISTINGUISHED PAPER COMPETITION:
The Southwestern Economics Association will sponsor a Distinguished Paper Competition for the 1991
program. The author of the outstanding paper will receive a plaque and will be honored at the meeting.
Additionally, the winning paper will be published in the 1991 Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts.

To be eligible for this award, both the completed paper and th.e abstract must be submitted by October 15,·
1990 to : M. Ray Perryman, Editor, Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts. 700 South University Parks
Drive, Suite 500, Waco, TX 76706.

PLEASE ENCOURAGE YOUR STUDENTS TO SUBMIT!
',' STUDENT SESSIONS:

Special sessions are planned for student papers with cash awards for the best student papers. Student status
;, .shculd be indicated on your paper proposals. CONTACf: Abdul M. Turay, Department of Economics,

Mississippi State University, P.O.Drawer JE, Mississippi State, MS 39762.

MEETING REGISTRATION:
•. , Note that all participants must preregister for the meeting. It is not required that you be a member of SWEA

to participate.

DEADLINES AND CORRESPONDENCE
Proposals (or papers and interest in participating as discussant and/or chairperson must be received
by October 15. 1990. Send information to:

Dr. Rose M. Rubin
P.O. Box 13408 .

Department of Economics
University of North Texas

Denton, TX 76203

Notification of acceptance will be made by December IS, 1990. Accepted papers must be sent to
discussants and chairpersons by March 1. 1991.
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TIlE SOU1HWESTERN ECONOMICS ASSOOATION
MARCH 27-30, 1991 SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

PARTICIPATION FORM I
MEETING THEME: "GLOBAL CHANGE: INVESTIGATION, UNDERSTANDING,

SURVIVAL."

N~ __ --------------------------------------------~
pOsmON:

SCHOOUFIRM:

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NUMBER: ( ) _
..

TOPIC AREA AND CODE#:

TITLE OF PAPER:

BRIEF DESCRIYrION OF PAPER:

Paper presenters are expected to also serve as discussants and chairs. Please indicate
your willingness to serve and areas of interest. See areas\codes OD back of page.

I will serve as a chairperson in (give topic areas and code#):1. __ ~ ~ _
2. _

I will serve as a discussant in (give topic areas and code#):
1.
2.
3.

MAIL BY OCTOBER 15, 1990 TO: Rose M. Rubin, Ph. 0
Department or Economics
PO Box 13408
University of North Texas
Denton, TX 76203
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TOPIC AREAS AND CDDES

012 Teaching of economics
021 General equilibrium theory
022 Microeconomic theory
023 Macroeconomic theory
024 Welfare theory
025 Social choice
026 Economics of uncertainty
028 Law and economics
031 History of economic thought
032 Institutional economics
036. Economic methodology
050 Economic systems
] 10 Growth theory and modelsOther _

120 Country studies
122 Europe 1992
130 Fluctuations; forecasting, inflation -
211 Econometrics
3]] Monetary theory and policy
320 Fiscal theory, public finance
<410 International trade
430 International finance
512 Managerial economics
520 Business finance and investment
61] Industrial organization
6] 3 Utilities, regu lation
615 Economics of transporta tion
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620 Technological change
630 Industry studies
7] 0 Agricultural economics
720 Natural resources, energy
810 Labor force and supply
820 Labor markets; public policy .
850 Human capital
911 Welfare programs
912 Economics of education
913 Economics of health
9] 7 Economics of discrimination
920 Consumer economics
930 Urban economics
9<W Regional economics
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Minutes of the Annual Business Meeting
Southwestern Economics Association

March 31 1989
Little Rock, Arkansas

The annual business meeting of the' Southwestern Economics Association was called to
order by President J. Kirker Stephens, University of Oklahoma, at 5:40 p.m. on March
31, 1989. It was moved, seconded and passed to dispense with the reading of the minutes
of the 1988 annual meeting.

The treasurer's report, by Rose M. Rubin, University of North Texas, showed a balance
as of February 27, 1989 of $3,607.51. The treasurer's report was accepted as presented.

The program chair, Luvonia Casperson, LSU-Shreveport, reported that the final filgures
for 1989 would be equal or slightly higher than last year. So far the total participation
was not known, but there were 100 pre-registrants.

Chuck Becker, Texas Christian University, Vice President and Chair of the 1989 Student
Paper Awards Committee, announced that at the current meeting there were 6 sessions
for students. These papers ranged considerably in topic area, were of good quality and
represented several campuses. Awards will be forthcoming.

Bob Brazelton, University of Missouri-Kansas City, editor of the Southwestern Journal of
Economics Abstracts reported that this year there have been 60 orders for the JournaL
The present balance of the Journal fund is $2102.78. Editor Brazelton announced his
resignation as editor of the Journal. _

Lewis Hill, Texas Tech University, Chair of the Resolutions Committee, presented the
following resolution.

"Whereas W. Robert Brazelton established the Southwestern Journal of Economic
Abstracts in 1980:

Whereas he has served faithfully and diligently as editor of theJournal for nine
years; and

Whereas his service as Editor of the Journal has contributed greatly to the honor
and prestige of the Southwestern Economics Association.

Therefore, be it resolved:

That the membership of the Southwestern Economic Association express their
deep and abiding appreciation to W. Robert Brazelton for establishing the Southwestern
Journal of Economic Abstracts and for his faithful and diligent service as its Editor."

The resolution was accepted by the group and the secretary was instructed to send a copy
to Brazelton's dean and president. . I

lX



Clint Johnson, Arkansas State University, past president, presented certificates
recognizing the service of the following program chairs.

1984
1985
1986
1987

Joe Davis
Richard Leftwich
Kathie Gilbert
Ray Perryman

Fort Worth
Houston
San Antonio
Dallas

President Stephens announced that the change in the constitution and by laws was passed
by an overwhelming majority in the recently conducted mail vote of the membership.

Clint Johnson of Arkansas State University presented the report of the Nominating
Committee. The following slate of officers was presented :and approved by the
association. . I

..,

President, Luvonia Casperson, LSU ..-Shreveport

President Elect and Program Chair, Chuck Becker, Texas Christian University

Vice President, Rose Rubin, University of North Texas ..

Secretary-Treasurer, Charles J. Ellard, Pan American University

Editor, Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts, Ray Perryman, Baylor
University

Luvonia Casperson thanked the membership and adjourned the meeting at 6:20 p.m.

,.
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Southwestern Economics Association
Constitution and By-Laws

Article L Name

This Association shall be known as the Southwestern Economics Association .

. Article II. Purpose

The purpose of the Association is to promote economic theory and analysis within, but
not limited to, the southwestern states through the encouragement of .
research, discussion, conference, and the publication of dissemination of
research.

Article ill. Membership

Any person interested in the purpose of the Association shall be eligible for membership
by joining the Southwestern Social Science Association as set forth in
SSSA By-Laws, Article I.

Article IV. Officers and Executive Committee

The Officers of the Association shall consist of a President, President-
Elect, Vice-President, Secretary- Treasurer, and Editor of the SIWEA
Journal.

Each officer of the Association shall hold office for one year and
thereafter until a successor takes office. The officers of the Association,
shall be elected at the annual meeting. I

-
The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, President-Elect,
Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, the Editor, and the last two Past- .
Presidents.

.Article VIL Meetings

The annual meeting of the Association shall be held at the annual meeting
of the Southwestern Social Science Association.

For the purpose of conducting any business a quorum shall consist of
those members who are present at the annual business meeting of the
Association, and a majority of the Executive Council shall be deemed to
be a quorum for its meeting .:

Article VIIL Amendment

The Constitution and By-Laws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members by
. a mail ballot provided the proposal shall have been approved by a 2/3 vote

at the annual business meeting,after at least three months notice prior to
the consideration at the annual business meeting.

Section 1.

Section 2.

Section 3.

Section 1.

Section 2.
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Section I.

Section 2.

Section 1.

Section 2.

Section 3.

Section 4.

Section 5.

Section 6.

Section 1.

By-Laws

Article I. Membership and Dues

The membership requirements and dues in the SWEA are those set by the
SSSA.

Participants in the annual meeting, except for guests of the Association, as
determined by the SWEA Program Chair, must pay the SSSA regisitr

l
ation

fee.

Article IT. Duties of Officers and Executive Committee I

The President shall preside at all business meetings of the Association and
shall also preside at the Executive Committee. The Pre.sident shall appoint
all committees except the nominating committee. The President'i along
with the immediate Past-President, shall represent the SWEA on the
Executive Council of the SSSA. I

The President-Elect shall serve as the SWEA Program Chair and publicize
and organize the program for the annual meeting.

The Vice President shall preside at any business meeting of. the
Association or if its Executive Committee in the absence of the President
and .shall chair the SWEA Student Paper Awards Committee and shall
succeed to the office of President in caseof vacancy. I

The Secretary-Treasurer shall record and preserve the minutes of all
business meetings of the Association and the Executive Committee and
shall deposit in an Association account all fees collected for the SWEA
and allocations from the SSSA to pay all properly incurred Association
expenses, keep a complete and accurate record of all financial transactions
and submit those financial records for audit at a time designated by the
President or the Executive Committee. .

The Editor shall be responsible for all details incident to the publication of
the journal of the SWEA but shall be guided by overall publication
policies, established by the SWEA.

The Executive Committee shall be empowered to act on behalf of the
Association during the period intervening between annual meetings, to
approve the proposed budget of the SWEA and to conduct other business.

Article IT!. Committees

The standing committees of the Association shall be:

(a) Student Paper Competition
(b) Nominating
(c) Resolutions
(d) Plenary Session
(e) Budget and Financial Policies
(0 Publications

Xll



Section 2.

<. ,

l'::i
C";;.~~

t;~.,
~------- .-- --

The Nominating Committee shall consist of the three most recent Past
Presidents. Other standing committees of the Association shall be
composed of at least three members.

xiii
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!~ Past Presidents
1 Southwestern Economics Association*

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1985

1989

Morris M. Blair, Oklahoma State University

Jim Reese, Oklahoma University

R. B. Melton, North Texas State University

Alfred Chalk, Texas A&M University

Carey Thompson, University of Texas-Austin

Clay Cockran, Oklahoma University

Frederic Meyers, University of Texas-Austin

John P. Owen, Houston University

Wendell Gordon, University of Texas-Austin

Joe E. Brown, Texas A&M University

Maurice Enckson, Southwest Texas University

John B. Giles, Rice University

Sydney C. Reagan, Southern Methodist University

John N. Fry, Houston University

Billy Hinton, Baylor University

L H. Merzbach, Southwestern University

John L. Wortham, Texas Christian University

Stephen L McDonald, University of Texas-Austin

Kendall Cochran,North Texas State University

Joel W. Sailors, Houston University ..

Richard W. Poole, Oklahoma State University

Gaston Rimlinger, Rice University

Thomas Beard, Louisiana State University

Paul Brinker, Oklahoma University

Carter Murphy, Southern Methodist University

Jared Hazelton, University of Texas-Austin

Ralph T. Green, Federal Reserve Bank, Dallas

Frank Steindle, Oklahoma State University

Robert Rouse, Texas Tech University

Gloria Shatto, Georgia Tech University

James Hibdon, Oklahoma State University

William C. Adams, EasternTexas State University

Rufus Waters, Oklahoma State University

Oint Johnson, Central Arkansas University

David Gay, Arkansas University

Charles Maurice, Texas A&M University

Joe Davis, Trinity University

Richard Leftwich, Oklahoma State University

Kathie Gilbert, Mississippi State University

Ray Perryman, Baylor University

Lewis Hill, Texas Technological University

J. KirkerStephens, University of Oklahoma

Luvonia Casperson, Louisiana State University

*Compiledfrom the Social Science Quarterly and its

predecessor, 1948_.1985. Priorto 1966, this office carried the title

of Economic Section Chair, Southwestern Social Science

Association.



SOUTHWESTERN JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC ABSTRACTS
March 1990

Revised Submission Form for ABSTRACfS and COM}vffiNTS

REMISSION (send with abstracts)

ABSTRACTS of Papers presented at the SWEA meeting--$12.00 per page., two
page maximum, single spaced I
Abstracts of COMMENTS presented at the SWEA meeting--$12.00 per page, one
page maximum, single spaced

1.

2.

PREPARATION

1. Use caps for the word "ABSTRACT" in preparing your title for an abstract ofa
Paper. Follow with the underlined title of the paper, a space, the author's name(s),
and the author's affiliationis). As this example shows, all of the title information
is centered:

ABSTRACT
The Economic Impact of Russian Reforms

Paige Schieffelin
Baylor University

Begin with the underlined title of the original paper in preparing your title for a
"COMMENTS" submission. Then list the author's name(s), author's affiliationis),
and a space. 'Follow with "COMMENTS" in caps, the author'snarneis), and the
author's affiliation(s). Center all title information:

The Economic Impact of Russian Reforms
Paige Schieffelin
Baylor University

,COMMENTS
Benjamin Grant

Georgia State University

2. Continue your text on the same page as the title. Single space, attaching multiple
pages with paper clips. .

3. Begin each abstract with a brief introduction, not exceeding one paragraph.
4. Place any footnotes at the end of each abstract.
5. Indent the first line of each paragraph. -.W ordprocessed text should contain a

space between paragraphs; typeset copy should contain no space.
6. Prepare two copies to be mailed with your remission. Acceptance deadline is

April 30.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION

1. One free copy of the journal is mailed to each author.
2. Additional individual copies are available at $5.00 each.
3. Library copies are $7.50 per year.

Address inquiries or abstracts (with remission) to

M. Ray Perryman, Editor _
Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts
P.O. Box 6028
Waco, Texas 76706 xv



Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts

Editor's Comment

This issue of the Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts rriarks my first as

· Editor. I am pleased to assume these dutiesand am honored to have been selected'
l

My
- . ,

· predecessor, Bob Brazelton, did an outstanding job for many years. He brought the

Journal to its present level, and aided significantly in the growth of our organization: We

an look forward to his continuing participation in our activities for many years to come.

As a new editor, I obviously need all of the help that! can get I would welcome

· any suggestions that any of you might have for ways to improve the Journal in the future.

In this year's edition, we made a few cosmetic changes to give the publication a more ..
. .

distinctive identity. A committee was appointed to study more substantive changes iri the

nature and format of future issues. We will be bringing recommendations to the next.

business meeting of the Association. As I indicated earlier, any input would be greatly

appreciated.

It is my goal to make the Journal a more integral part of the ongoing activities of

.. the organization. I hope that a lot of our members will get involved in the process. I

would like to see our publication program expand in accordance with the wishes of the

·membership.

I would like to thank everyone who contributed to the Journal this year. The

abstracts represent a broad cross section of topics and methodologies. Going through the

editorial process was most enjoyable, and I encourage all of you to spend a few minutes

.".. exploring these pages.

1
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;~ " The art of mentoring is one of the most important roles one experiences rn her/his

..!"profeSsiOnailife. It is a way to build confidence, foster professional competency, makl friends,

,j andmaintain integrity in your discipline and institution. '
.::}
,..t
,': \:f

j
' relationship. Mentors are useful to foster growth whether we are graduate students, assistant

", ", professors with that firstjob or full professors with tenure. A good mentor offers support and

~l't encouragement ... she/he knows/shares unwritten rules .

..~ What appears difficult for many young professionals is the active selection and

:ef solicitation of mentors, If you want to be successful in your field, choose someone who is
,~!-{

~.:t ' successful that you admire and like. Your next task is to actively enlist that person's support.}~~I' You do this by proving that you are worthy of attention and consideration .. In tJe Spring ,

';;1 ' 1990 issue' of ManaiPn ~ Your Career ,published by Dow Jones, there is an article by iawrence

.t S: Brewster entitled, "Attracting a Mentor". In his .article Brewster makes 10 points that he
':'-'.1 .

. +I believes are critical. These are: .
:--' ~-~

i
-.i

"

, 1
,

r j
::l
>.1
,:i

1.
2.
3.
4.
s.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SouthwesternLournal of Economic Abstracts

Remarks of Luvonia J. Casperson
. Panelist, Women's Caucus

MENTORS

Southwestern. Social Science Association Meetings
Ft. Worth, Texas

This is true whether you are the mentor or the mentee, Both gain in a successful

Listen.
, Walk tall.

Learn from mistakes.
Be willing to work: twice as hard.
Avoid mentors who patronize.
Travel. '
Be persistent and flexible. .
(Develop excellence and be willing to learn).
Be sincere, honest and trustworthy.
Take care of your health. It affects your physical
and mental abilities.
Set realistic career goals. Mentors can't help
if you don't know where you want to go..

, 3



Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts------------------~----------------------------------------------~~

A mentor must be kept informed. ... they can be crucial to getting the most suit3:~~e
.~:~.~,
'~. "",~-._.l

.committee assignments, teaching schedules, trips, professional presentations or journal articles.
. .j

.
Be prepared to evaluate the particular situation and communicate with your mentor.

Mentors offer support and encouragement based .on experience. It is not the role o(a
'! " ,..:)1

.mentor to make decisions for you. You are responsible for making the choices. A mentor takb
pride in your growth.

Both men and women have long practiced the art of mentoring. The major difference

between the two is that men have successfully recruited mentors. Professional women, on the
. (

other hand, have generally had fewer mentors from which to choose. In addition, many woQi~~
/ )f,

in need of mentors have been hesitant to actively select and recruit them. The tendency has been

to wait until you have proven yourself and are selected. This panel is evidence that the attitude

is changing.

In conclusion, having a mentor is important for a young professional. It is an efficienl

way to move up the career ladder and generally is a pleasant experience. In additiontothe
.' - . ", ,,:/:

personal growth and satisfaction that accrues to the mentor/mentee in a successful relationship.;
. . ,~

the organization and the discipline benefit from the increased competence and camaraderie.

.e
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Southwestern Journal of Economic Abstracts

I,
DISTINGUISHED PAPER

Unemployment and the GNP Gap: Okun'sLaw Revisited

, Yu Hsing
,Southeastern Louisiana University

Introduction

Ohm's -law is .one of the widely used tools for policy makers to me~surethe cost of

.,~.;unemployment.and the gain of economic growth. -It can 'be stated in several different ways. In

.. one version, it describes the link between the GNP gap and the unemployment rate. According
- . -. . . , '

:_:to' OkUn'(1970), the unemployment rate would decline by 0.3 percentage points if real output-

" ,gr6w by 1 percentage point above' potential output. He also indicated that the 0.3-to-l link

:- applied only to the sample with the unemployment rates between 3% and 7.5%ahd that the 0.3 '

, .coefflcientmight change when the unemployment rate was considerably lower or higher than

,"" thisrange.

,An examination of previous studies reveals that the effect of a change in the GNP gap on
,'-.' (.'

: the unemployment rate was usually assumed the same in the sample period, This may not be

true. When the unemployment rate is greater than the natural rate of unemployment, 'an increase

in real output is likely to have more effect on the unemployment rate due to excess labor supply.

Thesesurplus workers are availableandcan be hired readily at the existing wage rate. ,Wh~n
-

:. a~tualreal output is greater than potential real output, -an increase in real output is going to have
·C· .

, ,less effect on the unemployment rate because it may be getting more difficult to hire additional

", workers at the, current wage rate and becauseexisting workers may be given more 'hours or

, ' overtime to produce extra output If we plot the unemployment rate and the ·GNP gap on the
• ". .1

•. vertical andhorizontal.axes, respectively, the curve is likely to be steeper (flatter) when the

unemployment rate is higher (lower).

7
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The purpose of this study is to reexamine Okun's law and to test the proposition that thb,;

rellliOnS~p .between the GNP gap and th~ lU1em~lOy~ent~te does ~ott~~e same•.~~~

vanes WIththe levels of the variables. Major findings mthis study will have SIgnificantpolicy

implications since the estimatedparameter may help policy makers ana~Ize the linkbetw~i~

changesin output and unemployment more accurately.

,·:;i

n. The Model

The relationship between the unemployment rate and the GNP gap can be expressed as:"';

(1)

where

U is the unemployment rate.G is the GNP gap or the ratio of actual to potential real GNP, sis

thedisturbance term, X is anyvariable,O is the Box-Cox transformation parameter, and p is the
. ··1 .

first-order autoregressive parameter, t is time. Note that equation (I) reduces to a linear form

when 0 equals one. A lagged dependent variable is added to equation (i)toincorporatethe

partial adjustment process,because it may take more than one period for the actual Ut to adjust

to the desired level. In empirical work, we first regress u," on o," and Ut**-l over different
. , I

values of 0 and p. The maximum likelihood method is employed to estimate the value of the

log-likelihood function. The likelihood ratio (LR) test of the null hypothesi'swith restrictions on,

the parameters versus the alternative hypothesis can determine whether the linear form is

appropriate.

8
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llL Empirical Results

The sample consists' of quarterly data for the U.S. during 1954.2-1988.2: Ut came from

MonthlyLabor Review, the 'Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. Actual real

GNP In 1982 dollars was obtained from the Survey of Current Business, Bureau of Economic

An8Jysis,.D.S. Department of Commerce.

Estimated regressions and other relevant statistics for the BCEA model and the linear
", ,

form.are presented in Table 1. As shown, the unemployment rate andthe GNP gap are highly
.', - • • 1 . .

correlatedbecause the coefficient Of-at** is significant at the 1% level in both functionalforms.
, , ,

It appears that the incorporation of the partial adjustment model is also appropriate due to the
. .

significance of the, lagged dependent variable in both regressions. Note, however, ,·that the

adjustment .process is not sluggish. It is calculated that about 84% of the long-run' effect is'
,~ I

realized within the first year. In the Box-Cox model, the estimated values of oandp'are 0.19 '

and 0.67, respectively. It seems .that the functional form and autocorrelation should be tested

simultaneously because the estimatedvalue of 0 isdiff~rent from unity as assumed in,the, linear '

case and because p is significant at the 1% level. '

'To see whether the linear' form is appropriate, consider testing Ho: 0 = 1 versus Ha: 0=/1
• > ~ • " •

or the linear form versus the Box-Cox model, The value of the test statistic equals 18.88. The
. , , - ~
critical value is 6.635 at the 1% level with one degree of freedom. Since the value of the test

statistic is ~ater than the critical value, the null hypothesis that Ho: 0 = 1 can be rejected in

favor of the Box-Cox model.

Table 2 compiles estimated long-run effects of changes in Gton Ut To save space, only

"effects for selected quarters are reported. The effects varied from -0.280 in 1969.1 to -0.801 in

1982.4.' Since the end values of the effects are greater than twice the value of the standard error,

the null hypothesis of a constant slope can be rejected. In the linear form, the long-run effect is

calculated to be ~.468. If the linear form is chosen a priori, it would underestimate the effects

9
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.duringthe early 1980s andoverestirnatethe effects during the late 196Os. In fact,the io~g~iti
, , , " ,".""", ' "':"'" ",;:~~
effects were smaller than 0.30 In absolute value during 1968.2-1969.3whcm actual real GNPwa

.: ,', ,', ' ." ' , ,,' ',' " ',. "; '.,' " '.; ,'}i
greater than .potential realONP.' On the other hand, thelong-run effects were greater than 0.7

. . , . ~ ... ~ . - .' . '. . :.):,;,,;
". ., . , . ,. .' '-;·7I I ~

'in absolute val~e duriDgI982.2-1983.3 when unemployment rates ,were between9.4%:~a"",~>~
. ." " .--.... . ' - . . .~ . . '.' . ~.:~:~.;::~;2.~<.~~'
10,7%. ',Thus, empirical results have confirmed the proposition that the effect ofchangesfu'tH

. _. . " '. . • • " -', - -: -'0{' ..'. _ .'~ '/;~,~.

GNP gap "on,the unemployment rate is greater (smaller) when the unemployment rate, is hig~~:-, ,
, ," ' " , .. ,'" '~,;~~S;i~i<>,.:

(lower).

'" ',. , To compare possi~ledifferent results whicli may be obtained fr~m the,B6x-Cox mog,g
.. , ' , ' , ," ... c'·, , " , " , • ,', , "" ' ' "":>"'~ ."
and.the linear form, the fourth quarter of 1982 is selected for illustrative purpo~. In 198,2.4, tll' ..

actual unemployment rate was !0.7%, actual real GNP in 1982 dollars was $3159.3 billion, ,aif
, ,

potential real GNP, was $3490.2 billion .. The:GNP gap .expressed in percentage.points was 90.5~

Based on thelinear fOnTI, to reduce Ut by 1 percentage point, the actual real GNP willrise :',',

$3234.0 billion. Underthe Box-Cox model.when Ut dropsby 1 percentage point, the GNP g~'

will "oniyi~t;easeby 1.25per~entage~Oints to 92.77, andactu~ real~NP ~ill riSe~~3,29~:

,'billion. Therefore, to reduce the unemployment rate by 1 percentage point, we fnay'overesti~~t~:
" '-,. ·-·'·n

the increase In actual ~al GNP by as much as $31 billion if the linear form.is chosen a priori f~:'
policy decision making, .The difference is large enough for policy makers to reexamine the <li~
between the GNP gap and the' wiemployment rate.

.' ..- .

10 '
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Conclusions

The relationship between output and unemployment has been reexamined empirically ..

The Box-Co.Xmodel is applied to. the U.S. sample to regress theunemployment-rate on-the GNP

gap during 1954.2-1988.2. Major findings in this study are: (1) 'the linear form assu~g

, . constant slope can be rejected in ~avor of the Box-Cox ~odel; (~) estimated long-runeffects of

changes in the GNP gap on the unemployment rate ~aried ~om-O.280 in 1969.1 tol~O.801 in
1982.4; and.G) the effect is greater (smaller) when the unemployment rate is higher (lower).

Relying upon the variable effects found in this study, policy makers would. not
. - . .

underestimate dUtldGt during recessions and overestimate dUtldGtd1lI'ffi,g inflationaryperiods.
to -;'0" <

For Instance, in 1969.1, Gt has to rise by 3.57 percentage points for us to reduce Ut by 1

p~rcentage point due mainly to. the, facts that actual real GNP was greater than potential Teal GNP

.: and that the economy was operating at an Ut o.f 3.4% compared to the assumed natural Uto.f

5.6%. In contrast, in 1982.4, in order for us to reduce Ut by 1 percentage point, Gt needs only.to
;~. - . --

. .
. increase by l.25 percentage points because large numbers of Unemployed labor force were

available.and ready. to work.

There are several potential areas for further research. Empirical results in this study

depend partly upon the estimates of potential real GNP. It is expected that different estimates of
- .. - . .

potential real GNP may yield different results. Equation (1) may include other variables to see
. -

+whether the link between the unemployment rate and the GNP gap has shifted in recent years .

. The Box-Cox; model may be expanded to cover more specific functional forms,

11
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Table 1
Estimated Regressions Of The Unemployment Rate

On The GNP For The U.S. . I

- .. \

Iiidependent
. variables Box-Cox Linear

-2.115 -0.224
(-11.356) (-11.173)

0.532 0.521
(12.531) . (11.841)

16.492 24.362
.(11.543) (11.506)

0.981 0.979

GNP gap

~'.
Lagged Ut

, • ~.~ <

Intercept

.j •••

.' .; Durbin'sh

& 0.19

0.67
(1O.56)

17.14

1.00

0.70
(11.47)

7.70

> , .p

G(&,p)

.~

G(&,p) is the Jog-likelihood function. Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.

12
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Table 2
Long-RunEffects Of Cbanges In The GNP Gap

On The Unemployment Rate

:", fr ,,:.:..Yea-'-r-an-d;-----:-------------..y7:ea=r=-an==:id;-------
',::: f ~ < qua~r Effect .quarter ' Effect-.·'r ~'~" -----~....,...--....,...-----..:.----
J ",'';' , , 1954.4';:,';l" '1955.4 .

f~'~t '.~, '1956.4
f 1957.4

, ~ 1 1958.4
" ,! i, 1959.4

, : 1960.4

1961.4
,1962.4 '

- ,.1963.4
:' " -; '1964 4., } " , .:::,1. ,'1965..4,
",',t .~ -, '
[:~:'j' " 1966.4

~ " 1967.4
I ,1968.4
I ' 1969.4

, ,J 1970.4
I",f

. r '
~ 1, .-
';'l 'Standafd error: 0.114.
" t ,,' ,

:',,:' f
<". ' r

, I

" ~
':::- t . "

':,'~'·I~: "
,,'} .,:-

, '; t'
, I

-0.418 1971.4 -0.,462
-0.340 1972.4 -0.418

1973.4 -0.380
-0.337 ' 1974.4 , -0.5J.5
-0.400 1975.4 -0.624
-0.497

, -0.445 1976.4 -0.589
,-0.500 1977.4 -0.513

1978.4 -0.451
-0,483 1979.4 -0.466
-0.438 1980.4' -0.564·
-0.438
-0.397 ,~ 1981.4 -0.623
~0.327 1982.4 -0.801

1983.4 -0.645
-0.301 1984.4 -0.560
-0.315 1985.4 -0.537
-0.282

. -0.301 1986.4 -0.527
-0.455 1987.4 , -0.448

'1988.2' -0.435

.'.,':
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ABSTRACT,

Inflation. Interest Rates. and GNP

Larry Allen, Richard Drapeau, and Jimmy Moss
, Lamar University

>;' "" _'~:: Irving Fisher developed what came to be known as the Fisher Equation jo explain '

:>";," ," 'Gib~n's Paradox, which isthe observed positive correlation between nominal interest ~atesand"

,:>~J l~~glof prices. Thispositi~ecorrelation between nominal interest rates and the levelOf1prices is

~"'!'I'-"':\~ longer observed, and is attributed to the mechanics of the gold standard, (Barsky, 1988).

i".'. ,·"t:sh~rargued that nominal interest rates should be related to .the rate of change in prices and not
y~' r' .: "," ";,,'1 ',tOthe level ofprices. During Fisher's time, however, Gibson's Paradox was very evident, and,

::r
j
, '~noniinalinterest rates were correlated with the level of prices but not with the rate of change in

~_-.-_.·~ric;,s:Fisherset out ;0 resolve GibsO~'s Paradox by arguing that nominal interest .; were a

tf'f', - _,.iun6tion of the expected rate of price change or inflation, and this expected rate of infl~tion was

" r basedupon a distributed lag of past inflation rates. It happens that an expected inflation variable
t . .

'COII,1p*ed~om a declining geometric sequence of distributed lags on .actual inflation'rate~ takes

0# a shape that approximates more closely the path of the level of prices as the lag is extended.

,-In'effect; according to Fisher, the price level variable acts as a proxy for the expected rate of

inflationvariable in Gibson's Paradox.

Accordirig to Fisher 'the nominal rate of interest may be decomposed into a real

component; based upon the marginal productivity of capital, and a premium, based upon the

~,:,expectedchanges in the price level. The real component remains fairly steady, and the nominal'~!. interest rate fluctuates one-to-one to fluctuations in the expected rate of change in .theprice level.
.~i t
;~, (
-, (.
J:!'-~~~l
\'{
J~:::f

~J.,
c.:..:,. ".

,!;~.,'l:0·;j.> "

That is, in equation (1) the "b" coefficient should ,show a value of unity. Fisher and subsequent

researchers,working with

17
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(1) i(t) = a 4- b*p (t)

.....

" where: i(t)= nominal interest rate at time T

a = real rate of interest

p(t)~"expeCtedrate of inflation at time T

". s ."

, , a' bivariate model, have met with poor success in 'finding a "b" coefficient close to one.

studies.Jncluding Fisher's, arrived' at a 'value for "b" greater than zero but considerably les~th
., - ~ ~ I

" one.'

, The prime objective of ,this'study is to examine the role of the distribution ,of,inflatiri
. -. - - . - '- •.:

between the' capital goods sector-and the consumer goods sector as a variable in tlieFisfi"

Equation. The responsiveness of nominal interest rates to inflation should depend upon wheih~

the rate of iriflation is greater' in the consumer goods sector or the capital goods sector. ,

'consumer good prices are rising faster than capital good prices, firms will be more willing :to'~i
-higher rates of n~minai inter~st 'rates" and lenders will demand~gher rates of in,tere~~Y'

~ompens~te them~~ves for thehigherexpeCtOOco~tof living. '"If, on th~Co'htniry, inflation,we:

limited to the capitalgoods sector, firms will be less willing to pay higher rates of interest ~"

financernore expensive capital goods; Under this condition.isavers may not feel the irnpact.q.' ,

rising capital good prices as strongly so they will demand less of an inflation premium. ~, ",

To study the implications for the Fisher equation of 'a discrepancy between ilieinflati.o~·
_., -" - -

rates in the capital goods sector and theconsumer .goods sector, avariable measuringth

, difference between these inflation rates is added, to the, equation. The' version of 'the fIsh,'

equation estimated for this study takes the,following form:

(2), i(t) = a -+ b*p (t-j) + , d*gap(t)

18
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i.'

(3) i(t) = a + b*p (t-j) + c*pcc(t) + d*gap(t)

'in equations (2) and (3) the proxy for expected inflation, .[p(t-j)]~ is a 16 quarter distributedlag

. on' past inflation rates, and the relative inflation variable, [pcc(t)], is the rate ofgrowth of capital

.: good prices minus. the rate of growth of consumer good prices. The variable gap(t) is the
...•. ' • . . J

difference .between the log of trend GNP ~d the log of actual GNP. This data can be foundin
-~: .

an < •• Business Conditions Di~est and the Survey of Current Business.
,. . .

"1 In general our statistical findings' suggest that the ratio of capital good to consumer good

)~'it, ....inflation does enter into the determination of interest rates. Regardless of the sample period, the
<:'; r ' ' .
•,'err..'..',:..I. .method of estimation, or the dependent variable, the sum of the "c" coefficients was either

., statistically significant or very suggestive. As expected in theory, the sum of the "c"c~efficients
. . .

~: '\: •',invariably displayed a negative sign. 'Inclusion of the ratio of inflation variable did not bring the

~lJ'.sum of the "b" coefficients closer to one, as expected, in any of the .equations. The sixteen~;'I quarter lag on past inflation rates Seems to serve as a satisfactory proxy for expected Inflation for

:~, t the determination of the 91 day t-bill rate over long sample periods, in this case from 5,5-87.

to·.....•. ,
;\j'
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ABST~CT. ' I
The Impact of Reuan Economic Policy in the Economic Development of the Ldc's. Case'

, of some selected countries. ' . I.
Banji Babalola and Ayuba Sarki

Hampton University

l

Introduction. "Decade of the seventies was characterized by unprecedented!..peacetime.

stagflation and slow growth' in productivity; Causes of this' poor performance had, been the
" - .,-, -' '

subject of.debate for some time in the past and, most likely,' is still g~ing to be for other time in

the funrre.WhiIe some economists stand to blame the price shock of the'decade others choose to

point fingers at the, overly stimulative fiscal and monetary ..policies of the sixties and the

seventies.

President Reagan's economic policy rests on theories that are either., j ..' . ,

conventional or pragmatic. His monetary policy required the limitation of the growth of the
. .1 .. '

, money s~pplyby the Federal Reserve in order to reduce inflation. His "supply sidell theory calls

for a taxreduction to provide greater incentives to work, save and invest
, .

. Theoretical Framework. Conventional economic theory postulates a direct relarionship
. 'I

,between anindividual's level of consumption expenditure and that of his disposable income.

.This theory, on the aggregate, also applies to a. nation. In other words, there lis a direct

relationship between a country's aggregate consumption expenditure and its aggregate1disposable

.. income. An-economy may either be closed oropen. If it is closed .then all the Igoods and
. , . . I

services consumed are then produced locally otherwise, they may either be locally produced or

from abroad.

The Model. We adopted a polymial regression of the form
k " ..

Yjt - a +1: t-O ~i * Xt-i + Ut·

ijl
"}}i .

~~..... •• •••••••••• ~~2~1~~~~~~~~~~
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"}

Where Yjt= the Gross Domestic Product of Country J (j=1,2,3, ...n) at time t, Xt, the lev,elof

aggregate disposable income in the United States at time t. a is constant, l:kt_O ~i is the

coefficient of contemporaneous feed and Ut is a vector of white noise with the characteristics

E(lh) = O,cov, CUt' U~ = 0 'V t =/ s

.. ' ,
',.

The study adopts the approach suggested by Almon (l96~) in choosing the degree of the

polynomial. It also adopts a minimum final prediction error in selecting the maximum length of

the lagof the independent variable .

The Scope of the analysis was from 1960.1 to .1986.4 and the choice of thecountries was

randomly made and was solely dependent on the 'availability of data.

Conclusion and Implication. Though data show a decline in the gross domestic product

of the countries sampled, statistical result of our analysis does not lead us to conclude that the

Reagan Economic Policy had much to do with the poor performance of the economic' growth~f

,these countries during that period.

The implication of this study is that' the Reagan economic prosperity of the mid, eighties

did not filter into the less developed countries' development.

End Notes.

1. Almon, Shirley. , "The distributed lad between capital appropriations and Expenditure."

Econometrica Vol. 33 pp. 178-196, January, 1965 .

.: I .
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ABSTRACT

Should the LQC3IGovernment Subsidize the Private Schools?
A Micro Theory Analysis.

Banji Babalola and Ayuba Sarki
Hampton University ,

~ " ., r

. One of the morecontroversial issues of our time is the debate on whether or n6t the local

government Should' s~bsidizeilie private schools. Proponents argue thatprivate ~hOOISare
, . . '. . ," .1

entitled to subsidy for two reasons (i) They participateinprograms that benefit the p~or and the

disadvantaged. (ii)Tax payers.bear the cost of the public schools. Children 'in.private schools .

ar~entitled to tuition relief because their parents are tax payers too. Opponents, however, argue

that the choice of a private School over a public School is one of taste which has the ~xclusion
; _ _ t r

principle. As a result, theequipartitionof taxbenefit for primary education does not apply.
1

In this study, we assumed that the two systems of schools have a marketconcentration in

an industry characterized as oligopoly. We also assume that the output quality isindependentof .
t

, I

.the plant of production (i.e., a high school graduate from a public school is equally as good .as a

high Schoolgraduate from any privateschool). Since the private schools account for about 18%
, -,' _ . ~ i

of the schools in the country, the public schools then enjoy an economies of massed reserve.

The Model. We letC(Q)= total expenditure required to produceQchildr~n through

public high school and C (Pjj=total expenditure required to.putP children through pri~ate school

j. Assume the function'to be twice differential, then I
C(Q) = F + 'C,oQC' (x) dx Q> 0; 0 otherwise F>O;F (x) = o 'v'X e Q
Since C' and C"are all well defined then C"(Q) is strictly increasing or strictly decreasing.

(b). For theprivate Schools, we have.a cost function of the form

:EN. 1 C·(p) = :EN. 1 r ~PC'. (x) dx P > O· 0 outside.j- ] . . J- XI J '
The costin the public schools is sub-additive if

rNj_1 ~P C'j (x)dx >-~Q C' (x) dx.
23
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Cases for Subsidy.

.- ..~.

(i) If subsidy is a function of the number of students in each 'private school, then, that cost

to the public schools, called C* is

C*(Q) = '=OQC' (x) dx + ~Nj_l K * Pj

, (ii) If subsidy is a lump sum payment to schools without regards to enrollment then,

C\Q)= ~QC' (x) dx + <1>1+V * <1>

-where F is the dollar amount paid to each schooL

In any of these cases above, the variable cost or the fixed costs will increase for the

public school if there isa kind of subsidy.' -

Conclusion. We have shown, with cost analysis, that a subsidy to private schools by

local government will, indeed, increase the .cost of the public schools. to the consumers

(assuming that we are willing to maintain the same output quality).' As a result of this, the local

government should not subsidize the private schools ..
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ABSTRACT
. '. .

Taxation on Trade Surpluses as a Means of Stabilizin2 the Global 'Economy

, , ,'. ' Ayuba Sarki and Banji Ba~a101a. , I ,
Hampton Unlversity '

The world is gradually moving away from national economies to regional ones; More

" than twenty regional economic groupings have been~ormed wi~the last forty years. These

groupings range from the Andean Co~onMarket in South America to the West African

Monetary Union in Africa. ~ecalcitrant worldwideeconomic crisis" which defy solution by both

bilateral .and multilateral arrangements, are"forcing national monetary and fiscal policies to

, converge; The energy crisis, .international debt and trade imbalances are some' of .the problems

that now confront the world economy. The vibrations of the New York volatile stock inarket in

October 1987, heard at far-away places' as Tokyo and London, almost brought economic

activities of western industriiuized countries to a halt

,The Bretton Woods system worked wel1under the fixed exchange regime ~ which the

United States agreed to exchanged gold for paper dollars held by. foreign central banks.

However, .the system collapsed in 1971 when the United States declined to redeem its paper

currencies held by foreign central banks. The failure resulted in other trading nations to search

>, . central reserve 'assets: The IMF had anticipated the failure of the Gold Exchange Standard. As a

, " 'result, in 1969 they introduced a global monetary system, the Special Drawing Rights :(SRD), to

serve as central reserve assets for nations.

Our paper attempts to propose global taxes on international trade as means of stabilizing

the global economy. The failure .of various attempts in stabilizing the global economy can be

attributed to "economic nationalism," which we believe had impeded the emergence of global

policies that would either prevent or alleviate major crisis in the world economic system. We
, , ", . ,1 "

need more than the "coordination of fiscal and monetary policies" to .achieve a 'stable and

25
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growing world economy. There has been an explosive growth in world trade within the last two

decades. Estimates in 1976 placed the total value of foreign direct investment at about $700

billion, six times the $105 billion for 1967. calculated by the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD).

The size of trade imbalances has alsoincreased, The United States had a current-account

deficit of nearly $140 billion in 1988. Japan and West Germany had current-account surpluses

of $80 billion and $50 billion respectively.. Germany's export business accounts for 60% of the

country's manufacturing jobs. Since the steep rise in the value of the yen began in 1985, the

Japanese economy has become more involved in the outside world. Although the volume of its

exports has remained about the same, her imports have increased by almost fifty percent.

Any global economic policy, whether monetary or fiscal must be aimed' at achieving

three objectives: (1) stabilizing the exchange rate; (2) reducing trade imbalances, and (3)

reducing the international debt crisis. The three objectives are related. Strengths or weaknesses

,

t
;I;
J< .
l:

in exchange rates usually can be traced to trade imbalances. We will therefore touch on policies

aimed at reducing trade imbalances among trading nations. To begin, a five percent Trade":

Surplus Tax System (TSTS) should be imposed on nations with persistent surpluses. This tax

has to be paid in the nation's currency. The TSTS should be imposed on any nation with three

annual consecutive surpluses. A separate world organization known as Global Trade Bank

(GTB) is to be established to administer the funds and to manage the fiscal and monetary

I
,

'. ~

. 1 activities under the program.

,. CONCLUSION:

To some, the idea of a GTB, with power to conduct global monetary and fiscal policies

may mean the loss of a nation's complete economic independence. But we must not ignore the

benefits that economic interdependence has produced in the past and will continue to produce in

the future.
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ABSTRACT

Constrained Market Pricin~ for Public Utilities

Klaus G. Becker
Texas Tech University

Economically efficient pricing for public utilities requires that rates be based upon

marginal costs, .with the necessary' deviations determined by the elasticities' of demand.
. .'

However, problems associated with the measurement of marginal costs as well as the relevant

demand elasticities, prevent in most circumstances the direct application of second-best pricing

principles by utility managers' and their regulatory counterparts.

This paper analyses how "constrained market pricing", which allows for flexible rates

within a predetermined range, allows for some of the efficiency benefits of marginal cost based

pricing to be realized without having to rely on explicit information regarding demand

elasticities.

"Constrained market pricing" is a term used to describe a set of pricing rules adopted by

the Interstate Commerce Commission and several state regulatory agencies. The principle idea

of this method is that regulated prices must be constrained to lie between incremental and stand-

. alone costs. The reasoning is that one cannot legitimately infer that monopoly power is

exercised from data showing that rates do not exceed stand-alone costs. Hence, stand-alone

costs constitute the proper cost-based ceiling for rates. Incremental costs on the other hand are

the proper cost-based floor, since prices equal to or greater than incremental costs are subsidy

free. Where exactly the rate for a particular service or customer of the utility falls within this

range depends upon the market demand conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Backward Linka&es (or Lack ThereoO from Maquiladoras to Mexican Local Suppliers

Jeffrey T. Brannon, Dilmus D. James and G. WiUiam Lucker
. University of Texas at ~I Paso .

.v ..

. DUring 1980-1987, purchases, by maQuiladora ("in-bond") .plants of. material inputs

. .originating' lnMexico never ~ttained 2%' ~f the total. .This contrasts with othe~' off shore' .
. ',"

assembly activities in South Korea and T~waIi that have far more robust local subcontracting. If

a heal,thierlocal sourcing could be stimulated in Mexico, employment and balance of payments
" . '. .• .•.. I .', ' _

could be improved; backward linkages to supplying firms would enhance technical learning;

fiscal linkages would lead to improved infrastructure and forward linkages from elevated levels",

of income would encourage regional production ofconsumergoods and services.

. In order to explore Mexican local sourcing in more detail a questionnaire was designed to, .: .
, '

determine the extent of .local sourcing; specific products obtained locally; characteristics of";
, ". .

'.' supplying firms; general attitude by management about proc~em~nt; and perceived advantages

and disadvantages of buying Mexican material inputs. Eighty-two in-plant interviews were

'c?nducted in Ciudad Chih~ahua (11), Ciudad Juarez (21), Mex~cali (21), arid Tijuana(2,9) .. The
. ,

questionnaire was .sent to Vice Presidents of Purchasing of parent corporations of which 45 "

responded which .represented approximately 30% of the total sample.

The followingpreliminary conc1usionsemerged from the study. First, not surprisingly,

high price, poor quality and unreliability of delivery were cited as the most important obstacles "

'.to local sourcing. Second, Ourresults showed a similar order of magnitude as offi~ial,Mexican

data for quantity of Mexican-supplied inputs. Third, if one looks at material inputs procured in

the border region, as opposed to the Mexican interior, the goods involved provide very little

opportunity to develop engineering capabilities or gain experience in productdesigh.Foti.rth,

maQuiladoramanagement is much 'more receptive to local sourcing than are purchasing agents of ,

;;\ C' . 29
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the parent companies. Fifth. the practice of central purchasing by parent companies may be as

big an obstacle to local sourcing as price: quality and delivery.

The research was a collaborative effort of the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) and

EI Colegio de la Frontera Norte (COLEF). The results were preliminary because a computer

analysis of the data has not yet been done. Research is continuing with emphasis being placed

'on suggesting a policy package for encouraging more purchases by maquiladoras of material

inputs from Mexican suppliers.

~-.
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ABSTRACT
Alvin Hansen and the Fiscal Revolution

Charles W. Brown "
Stephen F. Austin State University

Gregory C. Brown
Daingerfield Independent School District

If John Maynard Keynes was the messiah of governmental economic poli~y, IthenAlvin
. ,

Hansen was his most important prophet and kindled the fire that started the Keynesian revolution

, , in the United States.. This study outlines some of the major contributions of this great scholar: '

'reacher, and public servant in that effort. '

Although Hansen was encouraged by his former professors at Yankton College to' do his

, graduate work at the University of Chicago, he felt that his credentials proved moreacceptable at
, ,

the University of Wisconsin. He went there in 1914 and pursued a degree in Economics under'.'~I the direction of John R. Commons and Richard T. Ely. Hansen was then offered • job with the

, I University of Minnesota in 1919, and he stayed there for nearly twenty years.

,,:-:'[- . The mid 1930s brought about two great changes in Hansen's life. First, Harvard
"., '

",. University was given a grant in 1936 to establish ~ Graduate School of Public Administration.

Hansen's record asapolicy economist qualified him for this position, so he moved toHarvard in

-1937 as the first Littauer Professor of Political Economy. Secondly, Hansen's views on

macroeconomics underwent a great change. He had reviewed Keynes' General Theory in 1936
, '

and hadbeenless critical than most As the depression deepened, Hansen realized that Keynes'

work would open the door tosome answers. I' .

While at Harvard, Hansen and John H. Williams, the first dean of the Graduate School,

combined to offer a Fiscal Policy Seminar. The Seminar became the core, of Alvin Hansen's "

teaching. He made the Seminar the workshop where he examined and tested the concepts of

.Keynesian economics. Hansen became very enthusiastic about these new ideas and his
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"

I
eagerness, matched with William's skepticism, made this Seminar work. It left a deep impact on-

, the future development of macroeconomics and public policy in the United States.

The Seminar had significant indirect influence on national, economic policy. Many

'alumni of 'the Fiscal Policy Seminar went on to become important officials of the federal

government with significant economic duties. All of these people had received hands on training

WithKeynesian policy ,under the guidance of Alvin Hansen, so his influence on economic policy

in the United States was far-reaching and benefitted from, a "multipliet effect" as his students

taught others.

Paul Samuelson, in, a glowing tribute to Hansen outlined the following major 'pioneering,

efforts:1

(1) -'~, '

Discovery and analysis-of the incidence of tax and expenditure changes upon the

Keynesian system

(2) Analysis of the causes and consequences of stagnation and policies to overcome it

(3) Study and development of incomes policies and analysis of creeping inflation

, (4) Use of the C+I+G apparatus for the Keynesian model

(5) Development and analysis of the balanced budget multiplier

(6) Analysis of the interaction between the multiplier and the accelerator.

Hansen's legacy lives on in legislation, theory, policy, and textbooks. It is time that we

remind ourselves of the debt we owe this gentle revolutionary,

1 Samuelson, Paul A., "Alvin Hansen as a Creative Economic Theorist", TheQuarterl~

Journal Economics, XC, (Feb., 1976)p. 25.
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ABSTRACT
New Leasehold Farmina: in the Soviet Union

Ching Y. Chao ..
Jackson State University

. .
Recently I carne back from three weeks of farm tours in the Soviet Union with a

delegation of 29 agricultural economists from 19 states and 3 nations. This isfirst such

delegation fromtlie U,S. to the USSR. During the visit, I gave !DY speci~ attention 110 1I1e new' .,. '

leCiseholdfarming there. Agriculture is the mostdramaticallytroubled section of the Soviet-

economy.. The country has experienced severe food shortages and has to import more than 30

.million tons of grain annually. The Soviets have maintained the basic prices of food distributed

through State outlets at 1962 levels. The State subsidizes the difference between the price the.

State.pays.the farms for farm products and the lower retail prices in government run food stores..
", '" . ,

.The subsidy in 1989 cost 90 billion rubles which was 11% of GNP. Forty-one percent of all

:'. state andcollecti~e farms operate at loss or makes a negligible profit The payment collective

f~ers recei~ed for their work was rather symbolic~. they had to live mainly off their small .

private plots. The peasants are abandoning the land in many regions. Mikhail porbachev

. acknowledges the failure of .collectivized agriculture and wants to encourage more private

farming. .The Soviet new agrarian policy is to rest~re the peasant as the master on the land and

dependably resolve the food problem. The new agricultural perestroika (restructuring) is a

massive shift away from the inefficient state and collective farms to family. farming on land

leased fro~ the farms.' The movement was attempting to provide incentive to peasants to

increasefarm production and to reduce food-subsidies. The peasant house-hold, individuals or

small groups of individuals .can sign a contract to lease land, cattle, and other assets fr~mthe

state and collective farms, government agency or .individual firm. The contract is the basic
. .

document that governs the relationship of the lessee and the lessor. It also covers such things as

the life of the lease, the method of payment, the responsibilities of the lessor for maintenance of
. 33
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facilities and equipment, and whether the lessee may sublease. Now the lease period is allowed

for any period between 5-50 years and grants members of the lessee's family th~ right to inherit

the lease after his or her retirement or death. A lessee who improves the leased property is

entitled to be reimbursed for his expenditure. There are various forms of leasehold fanning, the

most popular one appears to be the family contract

"Lease" is the watchword with rural dwellers and in local newspapers. When we

travelled from Moscow to Kishinev in the western Soviet Union, I visited several leased farms

and interviewed leaseholders. During our visit to the Friendship Collective Farm in Vinnitsa,

Ukraine, I interviewed 6 household leaseholders. They lease 260 heads of cattle from the farm.

When the cattle were 7 days old, they leased and fatten them up to six month old for sale. They

use big farms's feed, supplies, machineries and facilities to raise beef-cattle. After paying all

costs, 50% of the income will be paid to the farm as rent. They told me that the cost of one ton
, ,

,
i .
1,

~
:f
II

';
,:

of meat is approximately one-third of what it used to be for collective farm. Their feed costs are

almost 20% lower as well. We toured a state farm named Lenin in the village of Tsaul in

Dondvsbanya District, Moldvia. There are 67 vineyard leaseholders. I talked to one of them,

Mirceo Petrovici, who leased 15 acres of grape vineyard from the state farm. He likes the lease

system because he can make his own production decision, arrange his own work schedule and

produce more good quality grapes with low cost to increase his income. He received monthly

payment of 260 rubles and 50% of his grape output

After my visiting above lease farms, it is clear that the leasehold farms are within the

existing state or collective farms. These farms are not quite the family farm in the West. The

leaseholders do not own the means of production, they simply take care of the livestock, crops,

or orchards. Since their payment are determined by how much they produce, they carry a greatei

responsibility and work harder. The leaseholders are fully dependent on the big farms to obtair

inputs and services and are not an independent unit The operation of the lease system has only

~.

it
l
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t
'I" been four years since Gorbachev's rise to power. There is no official figure on leaseholders.

After I talked with agricultural economists, government agencies, chairmen of collective farms

and managers of state farms, they estimated there are only 6-8% of the state farm workers or

collective fanners had signed leases. Thus far, there have been few peasants willing to surrender
, ,

:,I
-,I
, J

the largely guaranteed pay of state and collective farms for the risk of leasing arrangement '
- -

Many potential lessees fear reversal of current favorable policy, difficulty of ,gettingImachinery,

fertilizers and other supplies. In addition, many farm administrators and managers' resist such

family farming for fear of losing their power and positions. The increasing importation of grain

and budget deficit are alarming, the State will make every effort to overcome the resistance to

leasing and open the way to peasants' autonomy. As time goes on, the peasants' confidence on

leasehold farming will be developed, more peasants will be inspired by the system and sign lease

contracts.
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ABSTRACT

The Impaci of Hi~hway Construction Expenditures OnEconomic Growth. PIannin~
Policies. and Transportation

Laurence M.Crane, Clay Hanks and Dock Burke
.Texas Transportation Institute I

The. Texas A&M University System .

.'Transportation investment has long been an important factor contributing to it State's
. . ~ . "" "

economic infrastructure base: State expenditures for construction, maintenance." and

rehabilitation' of a transportation ne~ork create direct, secondary, and tertiary benefits." These
. ~ . . . -. ,

'expenditures for public highways support the third largest. function of state and . local

governme!1~s. Expenditures for educa~on and welfare are first and. second. The relationship.

between transportation expenditures, and the variables that determine. the level of public

;" expenditure on transportation facilities, and how.they affect the economic viability of the regions

within the state of Texas are examined.

The general objective of this research is to improve the·unde~tandingof how economic

.andpolitical determinants of highway policy can enhance the effectiveness of highway planning,

. . promote ~onomic development, and improve transportation policy in the state of Texas. Texas. .

has over 72,000 miles of highways, including 3200 miles of interstate highways, over 27,000

miles of primary (U.S. or state-numbered) roads,' about 41,000 miles of secondary (farm-to-
. .' , . "I

market) roads, over 100 miles of recreational roads, and about 20,000 bridges. The data consist
. . .' j". .

of annual observations for the 254 counties of Texas covering a time period from 1969-1986. A
• • f

series of linear regression models were used to test the structural relationships between 'total

employment, personal income, and transportation expenditures. The effect of political influence

in highway expenditure policy was modeled using variables to measure voter participation,

partisanship, political competition, and membership on the Texas House Transportation

Committee. The only political variable that was significant in any of the models is partisanship.
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From this we conclude that the other political variables as they were defined and included in this

study have no statistically significant relationship to public expenditures for transportation

construction and maintenance.

Regression models were of two types: (1) time series models using dummy variables to

pool the data, and, (2) cross-sectional time series models with dummy variables. There are

twenty-four highway districts in Texas; therefore, twenty three dummy variables were used to

pool the data in the time series models and to measure the differences' between highway districts

within each model. The pooled data provided more observations than non pooled cross-sectional

or time series alone, and thus increased the degrees of freedom available in the analysis,

allowing more lagged terms as variables than otherwise would have been possible with only

eighteen annual observations.

The regression results indicate that the effects of transportation expenditures, oil prices,

and per capita personal income on total employment using time series techniques are similar to

those estimates when the cross-sectional time series techniques were used. This means that the

cross-sectional effects on total employment has not shifted through time but have remained

relatively constant during the years of this study. These models indicate that public expenditures

on transportation, in a two year lag pattern, do positively affect the amount of total employment

in each of the highway districts. The same coefficients are significant in both models, and the

transportation expenditure lags appear to follow a two year pattern.

To test if this positive effect on total employment was universal across the different

u ..
r-

I
industries in the state, the same time series model was tested on a sector basis. The five

industries modeled were the construction, inanufacturing, mining, services, and wholesale trade

sectors as defined by the U.S. Department of Commerce. The findings of the industry analysis

are quite uniform across the economic sectors. In each case, transportation expenditures showed

a positive relationship to the level of total employment. The wholesale trade sector was the only
,
'.
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sector where there was not also a lagged positive relationship. Only in the manufacturing and

mining sectors was total employment affected by oil prices, and in both cases it was a negative

relationship with the price four years previous. In all models the level of per capita personal

income was the dominant independent variable determining total employment Also, the impacts

on the various sectors differ across highway districts as one may expect Moreover, there is a

difference in effect between urban and rural districts as indicated by the direct dummy variable
,

coefficients. For example, the districts that include the larger metropolitan concentrations of the

state, districts 2 (Fort Worth), 12 (Houston), 14 (Austin), 15 (San Antonio, and 18 (Dallas) have

coefficients that are relatively close to each other in size and are significantly different from

those in the more rural districts.

In summary, this means. that when public money is spent on transportation it increases

the level of employment in the highway districts of Texas. However, there is a difference

between the districts in the amount of employment that is generated. Also there is a difference in

the economic sectors regarding the timing of the employment effects and the length of those

effects. These findings are important because as highway planners and State Department of
.»

Highways and Public Transportation (SDHP1) personnel, and others, go through the process of
i

deciding where to construct roads, they can better estimate the timing and amount of economic

growth as measured by changes in total employment These results also provide information that

can be helpful to policy makers in promoting growth in specific industries within individual

districts thus augmenting strategic planning and policy formation regarding statewide economic

diversification.
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ABSTRACT'

, , An Economic Model of Teenal:e Fertility Decision-Makinl:

, William L. Davis .
University of Tennessee at Martin

, . For the adolescent girl who is contemplating her sexual future, decisions will be made

regarding 'initial intercourse, sexual partners, contraceptive, usage, abortion" and motherhood.

For some teens the desire to become a mother at an early age is quite strong. Empirical studies '

have shown, however, that only 10 percent of all teenage pregnancies were intended before

conception occurred (Moore, 1977). The remaining 90 percent of teen pregnancies are

, , unintended.nonetheless, a large percentage of these are carried to term.
, , '

Theoretically, it is expected that the individual teenage female will attempt to maximize

net benefits when making choices about childbearing. The availability of information about

costs, explicit and implicit, and available resources will determine her desired fertility outcome. '

Additionally, the teenager will be motivated to act based on her attitudes (value system) about

any given alternative.

For adolescents who wish to give birth ,early in life, the fertility decision-making process

, .is clearly defined. However, the unintentional nature of most .adolescent pregnancies suggests

, that the majority of sexually-active teenagers do not accurately assess all, available options.

. Information inadequacies will hinder a teenager's ability to accuratelyassess the costs associated

with sexual intercourse. A lack of contraceptive availability may also prevent many teenagers

from taking evasive action to avert a pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease. As a result"

many teenagers become pregnant unintentionally.

Adolescent childbearing is a phenomenon which cannot be wholly explained in terms of

anyone social science. It is better explained and understood using an eclectic approach. An

interdisciplinary approach will afford a more complete and stronger theoretical foundation for
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analyzing the issues associated with adolescent childbearing. This study borrows a' general

theoretical model from the ,sociological literature and transforms it into an economic framework

for examining adolescent fertility behavior. This paper presents a theoretical framework only

and is not an empirical study. However, the model can be operationalizedand sufficient data

exist for future studies which may'address the issue of empirically testing the model.
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ABSTRACT
The Impacts of Conservation Compliance on West Texas Farms

-'Bob Davis, Gary Condra and Billy Freeman
Southwest Texas State and Texas Tech Universities

The Food Security Act of 1985 <PL 99-198), Title xn, establishes several provisions

designed to address the erosion of highly erodible land. The conservation compliance provisions
-. ,'. . .-' - . . . - '

require a conservation plan to be written for all highly erodible cropland being used to produce

program crops. Failure to comply results in the, loss of eligibility for most USDA program ,

benefits.Conservati,on plans must reduce erosion to an acceptable level as specified in ,USDA

guidelines. Questions have been raised about the economic viability of farms in highly erodible

,areas that must comply with the new regulations. This study was undertaken to investigate the

effects on farm' income ,of following .conservation practices in an area well !~own f~r '

susceptibility to wind erosion--the Texas High Plains: Both farm and area impacts were

considered.

The study area included eleven counties which make up a large portion. of Major Land '

, Resource Area (MLRA) 77 in the. Western Panhandle of Texas.. They are Lamb, Bailey,

Cochran, Hockley, Yoakum, Terry, Lubbock, Lynn, Dawson, Gaines, and Andrews.' However;

,Andrews was dropped because of its relatively low amount of cropland and different type of

agriculture. The 1982 National Resource Inventory (NRI) reports an average-wind erosion rate
- . , '. !

,- ", '

of 24.3 tons/acre for MLRA 77, with more than 7 million acres of cropland losing soils at a rate

greater than 10 tons/acre. Crops in the study area inclu~e feed grains, wheat, cotton, and some

.miscellaneouscropscbut cotton -is the major crop in the region. Over 30 percent of the value of _'
- .

, Texas cotton originates from the area, totalling over 1.14 million bales in 1985. Government

payments received by farmers for these three crops exceeded 184.77 million dollars for these

counties in 1985. Thus the threat of loss of program benefits for noncompliance could come ata

.substantial cost to thefarm community.
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The study was done by principal soil groups. The seu Conservation Service (SCS)

Texas State Office provided soils data which allowed the classification of dry and irrigated

cropland in each county as to type of soil and wind erodibility group. County base acreages and

program payment rates for irrigated and dryland cotton, wheat and sorghum were obtained from

county ASCS offices and adjusted for participation in the Conservation Revenue Program.

These data were aggregated to management areas. Texas Agricultura!l Extension Service

budgets for these crops for 1987 were modified to reflect actual cultural practices used by

fanners in each county through a series ofon-site interviews with producers. Input prices were

adjusted to 1991 levels using the Texas A&M Conservation Compliance study.1 Yields used

were adjusted county averages for the period 1976-85 adjusted for soil type using soil survey

yields as weights.

Representative farms were first determined for each county based on interviews with

professional agriculturists and data from the 1982 Census of Agriculture. Then a weighting

system based on relative acreage was used to develop a single representative farm for each

management area. Linear programming (LP) was used to obtain optimum crop mixes for each

representative farm that followed accepted conservation practices so as to comply with the

program provisions using several price levels for crops including 1987 prices, 1991 base prices

from the Texas A&M study and two other 1991 projected price levels. Results were obtained

with and without deficiency payments. Fixed costs were found to be the same for each fannand

thus held constant in this study. The study area was divided by SCS into a sandy or special

management area composed of most of the southern counties and a regular management area

composed of most of the southern counties and a regular management area composed of the

remainder. In the sandy area, an alternative set of guide sheets applies which are more lenient

with respect to soil loss allowed to be in compliance. Thus two models were constructed and

solved--one for each area. Once LP solutions identified the most income efficient farm plans
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that included conservation practices by soil type. a~ual erosion loss was obtained by including

these in the Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator (EPIC) simulation model developed by SCS

to estimate the annual erosion loss associated with fanning practices over a fairly long time

frame such as 50 years or more. The area analysis was done by expanding the representative

farm programming models to an area basis and calculating the change in income for the area that
Ioccurred from adopting conservation practices.

Results indicated that the farm income effects of the compliance provisions of the farm

bill are not very large, with the greatest impacts coming from the assumed drop in prices

between 1987 and 1991. However, no farmers could afford to produce outside the program; they

would go out of business. Thus conservation compliance is not an option. The relatively low

estimate of farm income effects does not mean that there will not be significant changes in

cropping patterns and farming practices, which may have' serious implications for rural

communities, as well as producers. Future programs may make it desirable for farmers to

produce cotton in this region, given its comparative advantage over wheat and sorghum. The u~

of rotations and wheat as a green manure crop behind irrigated cotton provided the greatest

returns in a compliance setting. Wind strips were not as profitable and did not enter into the

optimal farm plans.

Soil erosion for the compliance alternatives is not much different than that for those who

did not comply, except on the sandiest soils in the special management area. While the

compliance cropping patterns lower erosion from 12 to 15 percent, the reduction in many cases,

is not significant according to the simulations obtained from the EPIC model. Productivity

losses due to erosion were generally 2 to 19 percent of budget lint yield for cotton, 1 to 8 percent

for sorghum, and less than 4 percent for wheat in a 50-year period, and were not generally

affected by conservation compliance reduced productivity losses according to EPIC. Area

affects of the conservation compliance provisions of the farm program could be significant if
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farmers actually reduce planted acreage by the percentages indicated in the farm models. Direct

income effects on the region may be about 10 to 22 percent according to the multiplier analysis,

not considering secondary effects such as reduced purchases of farm inputs because of the lower

planted acreage.

1Lippke, L. A., et al. Impact of the Conservation Compliance Provisions of the

Food Security Act of 1985--Interim Rules--on the Texas Southern Hi~h Plains.

Agricultural and Food Policy Center, TAEX, TAES, Texas A&M University, College

Station, Oct. 1986, 38 pp.

i'
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ABSTRACT
The Definitional Problem of "Disposable Income"

In the Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act (Chapter 12)

Thomas O. Depperschmidt and Nancy Hisey Kratzke
Memphis State University

A bankruptcy petition usually leads to one of two results: liquidation of re debtor's

.. property to satisfy creditors (typically under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy! Code) or

reorganization of debtor's financial condition to allow his continued operation (Chapter 11,12 or

13). There is little doubt that reorganization of a debtor's property is favored over its liquidation.

From the' debtor's standpoint, the property's value as a "going concern" is greater than its

liquidation value. The creditor knows that reorganization offers a better chance that there will be

new income generated to retire debts, especially unsecured debts.

Nowhere is public policy favoring reorganization of the debit more evident than in

Congressional enactment of Title ill of the Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees and

Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986. This Act was part of.a Congressional effort to stem the

tide of farm failures brought on by adverse economic conditions in the early 1980s. The stated

purpose of the Act contains the forceful language "to give family farmers facing bankruptcy a

fighting chance to reorganize their debts and keep their land." The part of the Act designed to

assist farmers in their debt/insolvency condition is the new Chapter 12, a temporary addition to

the bankruptcy code.

One of the basic themes of the Act is that creditors should share in farm reorganization

cost so as to encourage the survival of family farms. That sharing of cost is especially evident in

treatment of the disposable income provision. The farm debtor is allowed to cover necessary

personal and operating expenses out of his income. The creditor is to receive the debtor's

. disposable income, i.e., income above necessary expenses, for some designated period. What, .

then, is disposable income?
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The problem of defining disposable income is contained in the bankruptcy court's

decision as to what income of the debtor is available to pay different classes of creditors. This

problem, the principal research focus of this paper, is examined against case law in which three

specific questions are asked and answered. (1) Should the debtor be allowed to retain a

"cushion" against unforeseen contingencies as part of necessary expenses, i.e., some funds are

shielded from distribution to creditors as IlQt disposable? (2) Should the debtor be provided a

sufficient expense allowance to obviate his need to borrow to finance future farm operations?

(3) Should farm commodities stored or carried over be counted as income in the year produced

or in the year sold?

Answers to these questions in case law lean toward a liberal interpretation of the law to

favor the debtor, diminishing the funds available to the creditor as disposable income. Implicit

in that position is identification of three standards of "necessity", a suggested categorization of

,I

expenses made explicit here to help refine public policy on farm bankruptcies: absolute

necessity allowing only farm survival; simple necessity based on the farm's history of income

and expenses; reasonable necessity permitting probably growth of the, farm business. Of the

three standards of necessity identified, the middle standard of "simple necessity" is deemed mOS1

defensible. That standard emphasizes the real world business conditions facing the farmer aftei

bankruptcy discharge. Bankruptcy courts to date have expanded the definition of necessarj

expenses, limited the amount of disposable income payable to creditors, and have favored the

debtor thereby. The key determinant of farm bankruptcy policy in the long run, therefore, maj

be how literally courts take the Congressional injunction to give al!. farmers a "fighting chance".

j'-- ,i

1

I ;
r
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ABSTRACT

The Economics of Gray Marketinl:
After the K·Mart Decision

Thomas O. Depperschmidt
Memphis State University

. .

After several decades of dormancy, trademark rights again became a prominent policy

concern in the mid-1980s. The reason for the revived interest was the high volume of "gray

market" activity: the sale and resale of trademarked goods through unauthorized trade channels.

While that activity has lessened in recent months with the weakening of the U.-S.dollar against

other currencies, debate on the gray marketing issue continues, stimulated by the May, 1988

decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in K-Mart Corporation v. Cartier. Inc. That decision

effectively legalized the bulk of gray market activity.

The major public policy issue in gray marketing is the value of international free trade.

The focus of private litigation on gray marketing, however, is the property right in a trademark.

Gray marketers contend that since the goods they handle in international channels are at least

once sold, no trademark right is infringed. Their trading is simply arbitrage of price differentials

set by the producer in different markets. Consumers realize lower prices so long as free trade is

permitted. Trademark owners emphasize their cultivation of goodwill in the mark, insist that

goodwill is "territorial"or localized in one national market (not universal or worldwide), and

contend that some goodwill value is wrongfully appropriated from trademark owners in all forms

of gray marketing. They and their licensees state the free trade argument by gray marketers is

subterfuge for gray marketers' free riding on trademark goodwill created at substantial expense

by the owner or licensee. Authorized dealers' opposition to gray marketing alleges damages in

the form of lowered produce price, profit margin, and market share.

The analysis of the free-riding charge begins with definitional questions addressed in this

paper. What are the trademark property rights protected under U.S. law? Is the goodwill of a
. . 49
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trademark territorial or universal (the pivotal question in legal "exhaustion" theory)? ' Are,

trademarks a public good? Under what marketing conditions does free riding occur?

" The paper concludes that free riding occur on trademark goodwill in limited, specific

instances.' While free riding can occur with any public good, profitability of gray marketing

depends finally on the very territorial market divisions trademark owners have sought to protect

, legally. Because of (a) the,public good nature of the trademark in practice, with (b) differential

product pricing based on'territorial goodwill, it may t:>eimpossible to eliminate free riding.

However, profit-conscious producers probably are notdamaged by free riding since their

initial sales prices in several markets are assumed to cover, all costs, including, product
, ,

promotion. Authorized distributors may be unfairly damaged if their higher product price is due
. , ,

to the promotional, service, or warranty costs they pay which are not incurred bythe gray

marketers who benefit from these expenditures.

, It is questionable whether public policy should negate the benefits of free trade in order
, ,

to control the free riding on the trademark goodwillthat occurs,especially since that free riding

is preventable by the producers themselves. Moreover, the diminished price' discrimination

(particularly against U.S. markets) that would accompany producers' "prevention" of free riding
-. f .

. ;

couldhave positive social welfare consequences.

The Supreme Court has now ruled that (in three of five instances) gray marketing is legal

regardless of territorial goodwill claims by trademark owners. A total ban on gray marketing by

the Supreme Court in the K-Mart case would have further limited price competition in markets

already characterized by varying degrees of market imperfection. Since the bulk of gray

marketing has been approved by the Court, and barring significant judicial or legislative reversal

of part or all. of that decision, a flood of gray market goods could resume if produce price:

differentials or currency exchange rates between countries change significantly.
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The irony of the K~Mart decision may turn out to be that, while most gray market trade is

freed from legal proscription, limits are placed on the ability of trademark owners to segment

markets and price discriminate. For when price discrimination decreases, the profitability of free

riding on trademark goodwill decreases also. Trademark owners desire that outcome .Ibutnot the

price paid to achieve it
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ABSTRACT
Grain Soq~hum Futuresal the Kansas City Board of Trade

-Emmett Elam and John Smith
"Texas Tech University

During the 1970s, grain sorghum futures traded at the ChicagoMercantile.Exc~ange and

theKansas City Board of 'Trade (KCBT): There was very little trading interest in eithe~contract,

however. In 1988, the KCBT revised its grain sorghum futures contract and initiated rading in

the revised contract in May 1989. ' 'I
- _ ,.. - t,

Because a sorghum futures contracthas not been available in the past, com futures have

been widely used by elevators, feedlots, and farmers to hedge grain sorghum. Howerer, basis

risk.in a cross hedge in com, futures is greaterthan in 'a direct sorghum futures hedgeJ A cross

hedge involves a futures position in a different commodity than the cash commodfty being'

hedged (e.g., com futures as a hedge for sorghum). This research estimates that hedging risk can
, I. , ,

be reduced 17-44 percent by hedging sorghum in the KCBT sorghum futures market compared

to cross hedging sorghum incorn futures (Table'I).
t

Futures research indicates that a sorghum futures contract will be successful only if
": ' , I '

"hedgers use the market However, it is difficult to convince cash sor~hum traders to place

sorghum hedges in a new market that is just starting to' trade. Hedging sorghum in com' futures

lias an advantage because of the ~quidity in the com futures market, which allows h1ges to be

,placed and lifted easily for minimum cost Regarding the chance for the KCBT sorghuf futures

market to' succeed, the question is whether a reduction in hedging risk of 17-44 percent is
'. I

I

sufficient to attract sorghum hedges away from the com futures market

To provide some indication as to the level of reduction in hedging risk that is sfcient to

attract hedges a.way from the corn future market and into sorghum futures, comparisons were

made between hedging risk for direct and cross hedges for other commodities such as oats and

different types of wheat (soft, hard~d spring). For these commodities, the reduction 4 hedging
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hedges away from the com futures market. And, unless commercial sorghum traders use the
..' , I "

market to hedge, there is little chance that sorghum futures will succeed. ,

Table 1~ Hedging Risk for a Dir~,t Sorghum hedge in Sorghum

Futures vs. a Cross Hedge in Com Futures, 1977-88.

Hedging Riska

Market Sorghuin Futures Com Futures Hedging Risk

--~--dollars per buschel-- ----percent----

Texas High Plains 0.197 0.359 -44.5

Houston 0.243 0.298 -16.6

Los Angeles 0.243 0.401 -39.4

Memphis 0.263 0.368. -28.1

aDefined as the standard deviation of the difference between the net (actual) 'price for a

hedge and the target (expected)'price. Details are provided in a paper titled ''The Potential for a

Grain Sorghum FuturesMarket" which is available from the authors ..

. v,
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ABSTRACT

Hedonic Price Analysis of Cotton: The Transition
to Market Reportin~,

Don E. Etheridge
Texas Tech University

A joint research project between the Department of Agricultural Economics, Texas Tech

University and theMarket News Branch of the Cotton Division, AgriculturalMarketing Service,
- .

U.S. Department of Agriculture is. being conducted to develop a system to identify and report

.cotton prices and fiber quality premiums and discounts under the' high volume instrument (HVI)

grading system, which is scheduled to become the industry standard in the U.S. in 1991. The

procedure involves 'adopting hedonic price analysis models. and techniques into a daily price
", • ". , .;1

reporting framework. To date, some 15 different model structures have been examined and. . -

tested, with-two 'of them, a linear difference,model and a constant elasticity type model, being
", , '", ,

selected for intensive evaluation, now. underway, Data needs and computer hardware and
,. - I

softwareneeds have been evaluated, with computer systems currently operating and data sources

identified and data for the Texas-Oklahoma markets currently being collected ~d analyzed. The

models selected' for in-depth evaluation are being estimated daily for the Texas-Oklahoma

market.areas and sample results from a four month period arepresented, Re~g work to 'be

done includes selection of the final model for the Texas-Oklahoma markets and adapting of the

system to other market areas in the U.S.
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ABSTRACT
ACceleratin2 Chan2e and FOrecastina:

Grover Gillett
EI Centro College

It has been said that if you laid out all the economists in a row, they would assume

odifferent directions. In his book 2081, Gerard K. O'Neill suggests that the most common error in

anticipating the future is to 0 underestimate technological change an~ overestimate I social and

political change. °If change is occurring at hurricane force, as Tom Brokaw has indicated, why 0

are things so much the same? With this condition, how can commodityprices and the standard

of living remain relatively stable? Are technological advances and' growth ~ the capital base

offsetting the cumulative, neg~tiveeffects of human activities on the natural domain. This paper .:

may provide more questions than.answers with regard to the problems of forecasting asthey

relateto change and uncertainty. Perhaps the well-known adage, "he who buys and sells in 0

markets sooner or later will be humbled, also applies to forecaste~s. Is the traditional seven out

of ten measure of accuracy for success in investing an acceptable measure for forecasters? Is.

traditional forecasting methodology taking into account a sufficient number of variables, and is

therea need for more holistic approaches to the problems of forecasting. According f UNICEF
, . .' . - .

Goodwill Ambassadot..Liv Ullmann, the decision makirig of the American Indian was based on
o •

a seve~-generatiolloconsideration which contributed to their sustainable life-giving systems.

Short-term forecasting is 0 generally regarded as having greater potential for accuracy than long-

term forecasting. However, long term forecasting may magnify other wise indiscernible short

run change. Would greater emphases on long-term forecasting provide more optimum use of

forecasting resources? I recently attended a seminar on economic forecasting in which the

oemphases ~ere on interest, inflation, exchange, and growth rates. Nothing was said regarding

global warming. At the 1989 convention of the World Future Society, a number of papers were

given.related to the green house effect, global warming, climate instability and depletion of the
. 59 '
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ozone layer. Clearly, differences in emphasis are due to disparities in time horizons. But

whether we are developing a long-term or short-term forecast we can benefit from the

approaches used in other forward-looking disciplines such as futures research planning,

budgeting, investing and even science fiction. Considering the validity found in responsible

science fiction, serious science fiction writers could do well to synthesize economics into their

conceptionalization .. Accordingly, our legacy of economic knowledge provides the best bases

for forecasting. The limited use of one discipline in forecasting methodology may be expected

to result in diminishing marginal returns.

In spite of sharp rates of change and social uncertainty, there are variables that appear to

be relatively certain in both the short and long runs:

jl
1 .
J ..
i

, l-

1.
2.
3.

The growth of knowledge and information

The development of new technology

Overuse of free goods and goods that are priced below their full economic cost,

e.g., fresh air, fossil fuels and water

Increasing complexities of technology and systems

Increasing emphasis on quality to reduce down time in more complex systems

4.
s.
6. Population growth and greater stress on economic systems

7. Increasing demand for food, energy, building materials and medical services

8. Medical costs representing a higher percentage of GNP

While there are trends that seem certain to continue, there are variables that cast a cloud

over most any substantive forecast Some factors contributing to uncertainty include:

1. Possible reversal of some existing trends
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2. Incomplete, inaccurate and distorted information

3. Wars of natural disasters near major economic centers

4. The impact of AIDS and other health epidemics on consumer demand and the

supply of labor

5. Political decisions and modifications in economic systems such as those taking

place in Eastern Europe, South Africa and Latin America

6. The impact of climate instability on agricultural production and human health

Senator Albert Gore has indicated that changes in the ratio of temperature at the equator

, in relationship to temperatures at the poles,_caused by the rapid warming' at the poles, could

cause more than proportional changes in ocean currents, wind current and rainfall"patterns.

Lester Brown, President of The World Watch Institute, states that the first major impact of

global warming will be manifested by rising grain prices. Such a development would likely

carry over to increases in wages and prices and contribute to general price inflatien.: But the

good news is that the demographic make-up of the population is favorable to deflation because

(1) the baby-boom generation is approaching their peak years of production and (2) the benefits

of new technology. A major focus of research is likely to be on developing new sources of clean _

energy. The development of clean, inexpensive sources of energy may be our greatest hope for,

the future.

Abraham Lincoln said, "The best thing about the future is that it comes only one day at a

time."
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ABSTRACT
. An Analysis of the Role of Homeownership

in the Accumulation of Household Wealth

Thomas M.Holloway, Senior Economist
Mortgage Bankers Association of America

Washington, D.C.

Wealth accumulation plays a key role in planning for retirement, determiningconsumer

· saving and spending, providing bequests to descendants, and influencingjiational capital

formation and economic growth. This paper explores the role of homeownership .in the

accumulation of household wealth.

The paper has four sections; The first section reviews trends in the level of household

·sector assets, liabilities, and net worth, relying on household sector balance sheet data prepared

in' conjunction with the Federal Reserve's flow of funds accounts (FFAs). In addition to
, '.

discussing household' sector trends•. the section reviews many' of the intricacies or' the FFAs
. .

. themselves, including the link between FFA measures and capital stock measures generated from. . .

~.. the national income and product accounts, reasons for potential mismeasurernent in the FFA
- .

. household sector, and related technical issues.

Thesecond section analyzes the sources of change in net worth. Particular emphasis is .

placed on the role of capital gains. Evidence. in the section suggests that wealth.accumulation

·through homeownership provided a very .effective hedge during the 1970s, mainly as a
" . ~ .

;' consequence of the strong demand for housing .generated by demographic' forces and the

extraordinarily low real after-tax mortgage interest rates of the peri?d- However, in the 1980s,

housing appreciation did not keep pace with inflation. The section also finds a link between .

stock market fluctuations and fluctuations in household sector wealth excluding home equity.

The third section examines the distribution of wealth using Census datil on

homeownershipby income classes, and the comprehensive wealth statistics frorrlthe 1962

Survey of Financial Characteristics of Consumers and the 1983 Survey of Consumer Finances,
. 63 .
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both conducted -for the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve. Thi data show the broad

distribution of homeownership and clearly illustrate that housing wealth is more equitably

distributed than almost all other forms of wealth, including checkable deposits, time deposits,

stocks, and bonds.
'"It ..
t~ •It,

11;-
The fmal section summarizes the paper and draws some conclusions. The fundamental

conclusions are that homeownership has been an important contributor to the growth oj

aggregate household wealth in the U.S. since 1960, that capital gains playa critical role iI1

'wealth accumulation in general and in portfolio composition in particular, that homeownership is

a relatively more important source of wealth for low- and middle-income households than:for the

very wealthy, and that, as a consequence, homeownership contributed, to a more equitable

distribution of wealth in the U.S. in the past threedecades.

iIt.

i{ .
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Problem Loans: Trends; Causes, and Outlook for the Future

Thomas M. Holloway, Senior Economist
Robert M. Rosenblatt, Economist

Mortgage Bankers Association of America
Washington, D.C. ' .

Since the late 196Os,problem mortgage loans have risen substantially, particularly loans
, ....., I .,

90 days' or more delinquent and those in foreclosure/ This paper analyzes trends ~ delinquency
, , ..

I

and foreclosure rates, examines the determinants of defaults, and discusses the outlook for

problem loans.

The paper has six sections. The first section discusses national trends in delinquency and

. foreclosure rates and provides 11 historical perspective on problem loan rates. The section' also. , ,

presents new estimates of problem loan rates based on conceptually improved weights compared

to those used currently in published estimates.

The second section discusses regio~al trends and explores the hypothesi~ th~t econo.mic

troubles in energy-producing states accounted for the increase in national problem loan rates
, ., -. ,

since the 1970s and in the severity of loan problems in the 1980s. The conclusion is that loan

problems in the energy-producing states clearly did increase dramatically, but not enough to
. ,

account for the significant rise in the national problem loari rate.
. .. .' , .'

. The third section discusses some recent research on the determinants of delinquencies

and foreclosures. Based on option-pricing models and similar theoretical frameworks, net' equity .

appearstobe the most crucial determinants. Consequently, variables such as home price

appreciation, initial loan-to-value ratios, and the like should influence defaults because they

determine net equity. Variables related to mortgage payment-income imbalances, although

theoretically plausible explanations of defaults, generally are not found to be statistically

significant in explaining defaults. Finally, institutional characteristics related to state foreclosure
I

'.,' procedures appear to influence foreclose rates by.state.
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The fourth section estimates a series of stochastic equations-with FHA delinquency

rates, the percentage of 'FHA loans in foreclosure, conventional delinquency rates, the percentage

of conventional loans in foreclosure, etc. as regressands=to examine the causes of the secular

rise in default rates. The section also examines lead-lag relationships among problem loan rates

through a series ,of autoregressions with terms added to incorporate problem loan rates of shorter

duration in equations explaining problem loan rates of longer duration (e.g., autoregressions with

a 30-day delinquency term added to help explain 9O-day delinquencies, etc.). All of the

equations are highly explanatory. The appreciation of home prices, the initial loan-to-value
. ' . -'.

ratio, the unemployment rate, consumer debt burdens, and, to a lesser extent. the divorce rate

appear to be the most important explanatory variables in explaining the rise in'problem loan rates

since 'the late 1960s. Other variables, such as the extent of self-employment and changes in

interest rates, are important in. some equations, but not in others. Finally, shifts in housing

market activity toward states with relatively streamlined foreclosure procedures may have

contributed to the rise in national foreclosure rates.

The, fifth· section discusses a new survey on the foreclosure process-the National

Foreclosure Survey-sand presents some pilot results.

The fmal section discusses the outlook for delinquency and foreclosure rates and draws'

some conclusions. With respect to the outlook, the most likely forecast scenario is for little

improvement in loan problems in the early 1990s.

-I,
~
'j
~.~ ,Mri•• ~ ~ ~ _
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ABSTRACT

.Determinants of Income and Employment in Erath County. Texas

S. Hussain Ali Jafri and William L. Beaty
Tarleton State University .

The purpose of this study is to develop a framework for a local community to' pV,alm1teits
,".r ',"

resources and identify the sources of future growth. The study will focus on Erath county. which

.is located in the north-central region of Texas.

I.' County Economic Resources

A brief profile of the county's resources is presented in this section.

Area and. Population: Erath. county has an area of 1.080 square miles and _issurrounded _

by Comanche and Eastland counties to the west, Hood and Somervell cou~ties to the .

(a)

east, Palo Pinto county to the North. and Bosque and Hamilton counties to the South; .

The most recent (1988) estimate of Erath County's population is 25;i9Q and compares

with 16,236 in 1960. In terms of population growth, Erath county has grown at a faster

rate (58%) than most of its surrounding counties. It is located 60 miles south of Fort

-.Worth and about 90 miles southwest of Dallas, Texas.

(b). Demographic Characteristics: The total number of households (1986) in Erathc~unty

was 9,897, with a median household income of $17,439. The age distribution follows a"

normal curve with 24.1% of the population in the 0-17 age group, 28.5% in the 18-34

group, 27.8% in the 35~65 group and 19.5% in the 65 and older age group. Whites

.. constitute 95.8% of the county's population. In terms of the distribution of income, it is

interesting to note that although the median household income is $17,439, :almost.30% of

the to~ county's population income is below the poverty level.
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(c) Other Resources:- There are seven school districts in the county, a 172 bed hospital, a

tax base of 0.22/$100 of real estate and several financial services and recreational

facilities. The mean temperature of the county is 64 degrees oil a yearly basis. The

county has also an active chamber of commerce which is located in Stephenville.

Employment

The total civilian labor force (1980) as reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce is

9,507. A historical ,comparison_of figures provided by the Texas Employment Commission

ll.

indicates that the distribution of employment among various sectors have remained relatively

stable in Erath county in the last decade. In the last ten years, retail trade and services combined
. .

represents almost one half of all the employment in the county. The average unemployment rate
. .-

in 1989wasestimated at 4.2% which was below the state's average unemployment rate of about

6%. A strong factor which is often mentioned in the local circles for the stability jn employment

and income in the county is the existence of Tarleton State University, The university currently
. .-

employs about 500 people, and has experienced a .sustained growth in s.tudentnumbers over the

past ten years. Using a multiplier of 3 as used in other studies the total Erath county

employment impact of Tarleton is estimated at 1,500.

Another significant feature of Erath county's resources is its dairy industry. Eratl1

country is the state's largest milk producer, generating more than $100 million in direct sales in
.' • >. r

1988. Using a multiplier estimated by the State Comptroller's office expands the total economic

impact..of this sector to over $245 million. Data from the same source suggests that over 40(

county jobs were directly or indirectly tied to the dairy industry in 1988.

Other sources of employment include (a) three manufacturing firms with more than l(X

'employees (b) several small (less than 100 employees) light manufacturing and agribusines:

I
'bjj.,
~l;- .
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firms and (c) retail outlets that draw shoppers' from both Stephenville and surrounding

communities.

llL Future Growth Areas

The most striking. figure in .Erath County employment pattern is the' "under"
I

. . .

representation (only 11 percent) of manufacturing in the county's economy. Data provided by
v ' ,'.,', J "

the Texas Employment Commission tend to verify this observation,' noting a mere I15percent
, -~'..'

manufacturing employment. There is clearly a potential for growth in this ~a.As indicated .

. above, Erath county is within "reasonable" distance of the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, and
. , ! ."

offers transportation economies for firms servicing that market. A constraint which is noted by

local economic planners is the crowded two-lane highway 'which links Stephenville with the

,Metroplex market area. Efforts are being made by local politicians to include Highways 377 and

281, both of which run thiough Stephenville, in the proposed Texas' Highway Trunk System .

Other sources of future employment and income for Erath county may be identified

. through a study to, determine the gaps 'in availability of goods and services needed by area'

businesses, but are available from' local sources. This approach follows the Import Substituti~n
, . . " ! " "

Industrialization (IS!) strategy as prescribed by international economic development specialists.

The ISI approach examines the imports' of a region and evaluates if they can be economically

produced locally.

Still other potential avenues for growth include development of to~sm, development of

retirement facilities, and entrepreneurial development and local processing of raw materials such

as the cheese processing plant recently constructed by the Associated Milk Producers.
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IV. Summary and Conclusions:

There is a growing recognition that small communities will need to become more

aggressive in order to survive in a dynamic economy. Local businesses, policy makers, and

Chamber of Commerce must take a conscious effort to "sell" their communities to outside

• i
investors in order to survive and grow .
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ABSTRACT

A Comparison of Re~ression ModeIin~ Techniques for Income Distribution Analysis

Dr. Charlotte A. Jones, Dr. Michael D. Brendler, and
Dr. Bin-Shan Lin

Louisiana State University in Shreveport '

Alternative regression techniques were performed to detenninesocioeconomic and

institutional factors significantly related to the distribution of income in southern oil-producing

states between 1981 and 1985. Data from Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma were used in model

development.

Previous studies' by the authors have indicated that the distribution of income within

Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma changed significantly between 1981 and 1985, a time of great

economic instability due primarily to the oil crisis. This study extends their work by developing

models relating various socioeconomic variables to the Gini ratio,' a common measure of income

distribution. Models developed using ordinary least squares (OLS) and maximum likelihood
. .

'r' _'

(MLE) regression techniques were tested for modeling ability.

Multiple regression using OLS is a commonly employed toolfor the development of

economic models. However, as with other parametric techniques, the assumptions of normality

and constant variance must be met before valid models can be produced. If the models are

inherently linear, they can be expressed in a linear form by an appropriate transformation, and

OLS regression can be applied. However, if they are inherently nonlinear, a different estimation

technique must be used. With MLE, normality is not required, but the distribution function of

'thedependent variable must be specified.

Since the functional form of economic models is often multiplicative, the authors

developed three alternative models-two using OLS and the other using maximum likelihood

estimation (MLE). For OLS regression, log transformations were applied to all variables except

the dummies to produce a linear model. For MLE regression, independent variables were logged
71
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as before, and the dependent variable,Gini ratio, was specified as Ihaving a lognormal'

distribution.
. . . .. . .

Socioeconomic and institutional variables theorized to be related to the Gini ratio were
•• • t I.

median age of the head of household, percentages of female and white heads of household, pel
. .

capita funding' for education, and percentage of employers with' over 100 employees. The
.'. ", , . .

. ..

Herfmdahl Index w,asincluded as a measure of economic diversity, and dummy variables were

used to' differentiate between data for 1981' and 1985 and between Texas and the {)thertwb

states.

Both methods produced similar results. However, the mean absolute percentage error:

(MAPE) for the MLE model (4.77%) was lower than that for either OLS model (over 6.5%).

Median age of household head, percentage of female household heads, per capita funding for:

education, and whether the time period was 1981 or 1985 were the most significant variables,

The effect of the Herfmdahl Index in Texas was significantly different from that in the other two,

states.

Given the similarity of results, the MLE model could be regarded as slightly superiorto
. .

the OLS models. These results indicate that maximum likelihood estimation is a satisfactory

technique to use when data are not normally distributed. The main drawback to MLEis the

computational difficulty involved. The' authors plan to extend the study by comparing the

methods used in this study to a nonparametric technique, such as the modified robustregression
, . .. .. I

suggested in Hollander and Wolfe (1973).
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ABSTRACT .
. Democracy and Development: Compatible or i~compatible?

s. Murat Kara
Texas Tech University .

When dealing with the underdeveloped countries, the Western world has traditionally'..

....endorsed democracy almost' as a prerequisite for the bettermentof those countries. Moreover, in

some instances democracy is brought as a condition for initiating or improvingrelations with the

underdeveloped c~untries~ without paying much attention to the questions of feasibility or

com~atibility. When' it comes to institutional economics, this. trend does. not seem to differ

much. Institutionalists' promote democracy as "the" system among other political structures for.

· overcoming the barriers to growth and the ends of democracyare regarded as proper human',

,growth and development.

However, there is not much literature in institutional economics; as well' as' other .

:orthodox schools; specifically analyzing the .role of the political system, in, a .country's .. '

~~development process. and formulatinga political system which 'would enhance the economic

· progress of a developing nation. On those rare occasions, when the question of a political

system suitable for development was addressed; the answer has been "democracy," making
, '. .

'.democracy-one of the few issues thatinstitutionalists share with the "mainstream.';

. But, it should be noted that underdeveloped countries suffer very much from the

·deficiencies of their political system in their quest for development, Among these,instability .
. .

... happens to be the major problem associated with the political structure of most developing
. . . . . - .

. "

Unstable administrations' are inefficient and the circumstances that, lead to
, ' '. .' "I

administrative turnovers and thus to instability are often chaotic' and/or violent,' devastating' any

climate appropriate for progress which is .already very scarce in. underdeveloped nations.

~Political instability causes further retardation of development which may trap the country in a .'

·.vicious circle.
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Numerous studies.within the realm of political science discuss the reasons for the poor :

.performance of the democratic systems in developing countries. The incompatibility of a
'democratic political .structure to the cultural" nature 'of most developing countries and the ,

,unawareness of the masses due to the inherent educational anemia are the two major factors that'
, I'

were found to be explanatory in these studies.'

The development record of some developing countries which have a democratic form of
. ' , .' J

, ,

government (e.g. Turkey) are compared with other developing countries which have relatively.

less democratic forms (e.g. South Korea and Taiwan). Among these three countries that were

almost at, the same level, the, one with the democratic political systein (Turkey) is lagging far

behind with a large and probably increasing gap,inspite of its significant relative advantage in

terms of natural resources.

More caution is suggested in prescribing democracy as the political framework that will

nurture economic progress, especially for those countries in which there exists a

historical/cultural incompatibility and low levels of education. Under such conditions

democracy may become another "disvalue" for development. Demooraticinstitutions and

procedures may .not be essential in reaching the greater end of development, the latter will

provide the necessary environment for the growth of substantive democratic values. The

enlightment of the public through education is the "means" that will further' development

Democracy is the ultimate "end" which will be achieved after a certain level of technology-inthe

Ayres' sense-is accumulated and absorbed in the society;
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ABSTRACT

, Privatization in Great Britain and the U.S.:
QUestionS"Reeardine .lndustryProductivity

MarkP.Karscig
" CentralMissouri State University

Throughout the Reagan 'Adrninistration, the dictum has been: '''regarding government,

the less the better." A corollary to this may interpreted as the private sectorroutinelyoffers
. ,

higher quality goods'and services at lower costs and with greater efficiency. The'Administration c

. . - -

has structured this thinking into formal policy on severaloccasions. Privatization has come to

the United States.

Privatization - the transfer of federal properties and activ~ties to the private, rto~and

also the reduction in the role of government as the creator of markets - is not a new economic" ' "I'
phenomenon. The United States is experiencing a renewed interest in the rsystematic

examination of the boundaries between public and private deliveries of goodsand services. This

interest has been stimulated in part by the concern that the federal government has become 'too

large, too expensive and-too intrusive into our lives.**,The interest mi&htalso reflect the belief

that new arrangements between the government and private sector might improve ~r(j>ductivity

, and efficiency while offering greater opportunities and satisfaction for the 'people beillg served.

The United States, howevervis notunique in its renewed interest in privatization.
'. , . I" '

Privatization policies are currently in progressth~ world over - in EUrope, the Americ(s, Japan

and numerous developing and newly industrialized countries. ' Even countries organized on
, , ~," ,... '''''', ", '. ... I,'

socialist principles, including the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China,hflve taken
,-. \' I ,

measures that seem tomove in the direction ofloosening the ties that bind their enterprises to the~.. " '. '

,_apparatus of government,** Privatization would seem to be' high on the political agenda of
, ' " "" I

, , various countries throughout the world.
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Although the worldwide trend toward privatization has accelerated dramatically in the

past few years, the unquestioned "champion" for sweeping privatization is Great Britain. Prime'
" "'. "

Minister Margaret Thatcher's government has made the sale of government commercial entities.
, -

.one of the principal themes of her administration. This paper provides a brief overview .of some '

of these developments both in Britain and in the United States to provide a basis for the proposed

empirical research.· It also attempts to develop an empirical model which could be used to

estimate, and ultimately compare, various parameters associated with industry productivity for

those industries which have undergone privatization. This would be done as an attempt to

address the important economic question of what are the effects of the privatization process on

the relative productivity of those industries involved.
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ABSTRACT'
The European EConomic Community:

,.Prospects for a Monetary Union .

. A..J.Kondonassis
Oklahoma University

. ,

The Treaty .of Rome in 1957 was not concerned with the goal of monetary integration.

At a time of fixed exchange rates, the possibility ofa common monetary policy 'wok second "
- • • , 'lo !. ,

place to other objectives such as a customs union and a common agricultural policy: But with

the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in 1973the Europeans have 'gradually recognized that

, floating exchange rates represented a risk and a cost to their economies which were involved in a

large volume of intra-EEC trade. Thus, through a series of initiatives they eventually agreed to

establish the European Monetary System (EMS) in 1979.

. ,.The primary purpose of the EMS is to promote monetary cooperation and, monetary

, 'stability in Europe. It represents a joint effort for exchange rate stability and for convergence of

economic policies. It is comprised of three componerits: the European Currency Unit (ECU),

the exchange-rate mechanism and the financial solidarity mechanisms. ECU, which, is an

artificial monetary unit, is calculated as a basket of set amounts of 'each EC currency (10 EC

currencies).. It is used for fixing central rates in the exchange rate mechanism and for'

denominating creditor and debtor balances in.the process of intervention in ECcurrencies;also, .

, it serves as a reserve and settlement instrument among the central banks in the EMS. Although

there have been a number of exchangerate readjustments among the EC currencies since 1979,

and the non-participation of the sterling in the EMS has been a negativ,e·influence on its

functioning, a substantial degree 'of,exchangerate stability has ,been attained. But now, 'given the

objective of the SingleAct for economic and monetary cooperation leading toa 'monetary union,
'., . ' : . '. ·,1,

greater progress in exchange rate stability will be needed, In addition, ,the establishment of ~e

ECU as a common currency" the liberalization of the capital movements among the EEC
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. . I . .
countries and the creation of a European central bank are issues that will need to be moved

forward. .Their resolution will require, apart from coping with a myriad of technical, details, a

spirit of supranationalisrn as thetransferring of monetary and fiscal authority from the national

governments to European institutions takes place. However, recent' developments associated

. with German reunification may complicate the goal of monetary union.
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ABSTRACT

Generative Teachin2'and Learnin2 of Cost-Benefit -
Analysis: An Empirical Iovesti2atioo -

, " James D. Laney
University .ofNorth Texas

This study applied brain research and a model of generative teaching and learning to

economic education. ~The PUrpose of the ~tudy was to determine the effect of vernal-only, -

imagery-only, and integrated (verbal-to-imaginal) strategies on third-graders' level of economic
, .. .

reasoning (i.e. use or non-use of cost-benefit analysis) in their personal decision making.
, ,

. One hundred eleven third-graders were randomly assigned to three treatment conditions--

instruction on cost-benefit analysis using (1) a verbal-only strategy, (2) an imagery-only strategy,
- -

and (3) an integrated strategy:

At pretest and posttest, students were asked to respond to a hypothetical dilemma not

seen during instruction. Each response was scored by two expert judges intenns of a three-level

hierarchy of economic reasoning.
, t

A one-way analysis of variance revealed no significant differences betweengroups at

pretest. _

A Setof planned comparisons was used to analyze posttest data. Results favored the two

verbal strategies (verbal-onlyand integrated) over the imagery-only strategy. No' significant

difference was noted between the verbal-only and integrated strategies.
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ABSTRACT
, . .

Expert Systems Applications to Economic For~tinl:

Bin-Shan Lin and James C. Owen, .
Louisiana State Unlverslty-Shreveport

. firmsIkathawala, 1988). There is a wealth ~f infonnationabout forecasting methods butlittle .
. .' .• '," ..' .'. '1" . . '

'"has been referred about forecasting systems (Lin, 1990). This 'paper suggests that the most

Economic forecasting is the quantitative technique used most frequently by U.~. business
..

. . . -', '. -. .

.'significant potential for improved economic forecasting performance and.decision flexibility will .

be through increasing system intelligence, not through -increasing .model complexity. or
• .' I, . ," . _ •

sophistication. The attention .should be focused in,an attempt to develop intelligent forecasting

systems.

The application of expert systems (ES) toa variety of .business problems isbeginning to

emerge. This paper concentrates on describing applications of ES to economic forecasting, ES,

-;u.ea knowledge base of information which can perform as an expert: givensufflcientaam: it

can make valid, reasoned deductions that can aid the user in making decisions within a particular

,:domain. ES are an.atternptto capture in computer programs the reasoning and decisi~n-,rn3king
, , ", - . ',-

,.""

'processes of human experts, providing. in effect computerized consultants. The components of ,

. these .systems include a knowledge base, inference engine, user interface, and knowledge'

acquisition facility.

The artificial intelligence (An technology has caused a switch in focusl from the

~tatistica1aspects 'of forecasting models' to the strategic issues of combining forecasting models

.(Bunn, 1988). It can be shown that ES is more effective in running multiple forecasting m~els .

to examine alternatives than in developing an optimal forecasting model.

Five considerations are included in the framework of ES. These considerations are (1),

.'c, "general'decisions, (2) cost factors, (3) model considerations, (4) foreca'stcontrol, and (5) forecast
.~ ".- . -. -
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presentation.. The framework integrates salient concepts from the literatures. cited, as well as

other relevant economic concepts, in particular, those related to the concepts of econometrics

(Judge.et.al, 1982). Modeling strategies (Olford and Peters, 1986) are addressed as well.

A forecasting model may, however, be very useful even if it is inferior to other models in

a forecasting system. It implies -that the search for forecasts maydifferfrom one selection to

'another and the sequence of questions will also vary. A good ES can better assist managers in

combining or selecting forecasting techniques to meet a situation such as a sudden increase in

demand. The capability of model-selection in the ES helps the manager determine what
. .

forecasting models are available to generate the .requested forecasts and then automatically

'allowsthe decision maker to evaluate a forecasting model for execution.
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ABSTRACT,

Economic Liberalization ofEl:ypt's Al:riculture:
A Quadratic Pro2rammin2Study

Hans Lofgren
University of Texas at AUstin

This study uses a quadratic 'price-endogenous programming model of the agricultural

sector in a Delta region to analyze the impact of changes in Egypt's agricultural policies toward

increased roles .formarkets, freer trade andreduced price distortions. '

The model is primarily based on data from a survey in the Delta ID-ea.Itin~ludesboth

crop and livestock production. The producers are disaggregated into two farmvsizes.

Uncertainty enters production decisions.: One important feature of the model is that farm

household demand for localprOduce, expressed as a function of prices and household income, is '

endogenous and treated separately from market demand. An iterative solution procedure is used'

to avoid undesirable interaction between the maxim and farm-level consumption decisions. The

validation tests include a close fit between survey and simulated data.

The general results confirm the findings of other studies which have addressed the -same

issues: (a) the reform would raise average farm incomes and agricultural value-added; (b) the

'cropping patterns would shift away from grain crops to cotton and/or vegetables: and (c) in the'

context of current options, animal-based 'techniques would become more attractive.
, .. '. .

Additional results highlighted by this study. include: (ar availability of ~~orted feed

, plays a crucial role in making the gains in value-added possible; .(b) the income gap between

small .and large farmers~o~ldincrease' due to that the r~formfavorsCropproduction, ,

representing a ~argersh~eof large-farm incomes;.(c) ~e impact on the size of thebuffalo stock

, is sensitive to' 'assumptions regarding the link between domestic and inte~ational ~ets for_ '

meat and milk; andId) the gains in farm incomes are of such a magnitude that a government tax
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on land holdiQ~scould compensate for the net loss in government revenue associated with 'the'
. .'. "

reformwhile leaving both farm sizes with higher incomes than before the reform.
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, ABSTRACT

, A COInparison of Executive Women in the Meridian. Mississinpi. Area to the Dallas-Fort
" Worth Metroplex

Robert L. LOrentz
The University of Tennessee at Martin '

,.The role of executive women in American business is crucial to the understanding of our
.... . . .~. "'"

. contemporary society, its structure, underlying premises" and, development EXECUTIVE,

WOMEN OF MERIDIAN not only focuses on the role of women in business, but specializes on
. ".. .~ .

. . . . .

the, significant problems and strategies of executive women in the South, traditionally and ideally

a bastian of male dominance.

Withminor modifications based on the fact that Meridian, Mississippi, is not a financial,

industrial, or service rnegatropolis, the thrust of the research project was based Oil a 1987

research paper'entitled EXECUTIVE WOMEN IN TIlE DALLASIFORTWORTIl

METROPLEX, SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS AND SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES. '

The primary emphasis of this paper was towards the collection and presentation of data,

with correlation to the Dallas/Fort Worth. study. The information presented was the result of four

months work by six night-time graduate business students who also managed jobs, family, and

other graduate coursework during the s3.I11eperiods of time.

'. '
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ABSTRACT . I.:"

Blacks and Whites; One Market or Two?
Further Evidence Provided by Consumer Expenditures

Robert L. Lorentz
The University of Tennessee at Martin

'. . , -~ . . ". ". . . -.

Differences in aggregate expenditures for consumer goods and services between.blacks
. ". ,., ,"'

and whites have long been a matter' of investigation. The, results of, previous research-have ,

, show~ similarities in expenditures for some goods while showing differences inothers.. ThiS:,,'

paper compares black and white consumer expenditures from the U.S. !?epartment 01 Labor,
. . . -

. '. -

Consumer Expenditure Survey published in 1986. Findings show that. thedifferences in the
. ,

expenditures of blacks and whites for various goods and services greatly outnumber similarities.

.:

. .'~

I
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ABSTRACT

J. "'

I'.;'

Executive Women in the Meridian. Mississippi Area:
SiWificant Problems and Successful Strate~es

Robert L. Lorentz
The University of Tennessee at Martin .

,",'".'.

Facing unique problems of mentorship, social acceptance, and conflicts among the

. , demands of marriage" family and career, female executives have now successfully entered .,

offices and boardrooms of many American organizations.. This paper provides a profile of such

women in the Meridian, Mississippi area following the format set in the 1987 study ofexecutive

women in the Dallas/FortWorth Metr~plexcopducted by Texas Woman's University and the .

University of Texas, Dallas. Successful strategies used to deal with the work-related problems

of these women are identified. . This study should be useful to females already' in executive

positions, as well as those wishing to join the increasing number of female executives..

:~"
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ABSTRACf

Computer; Foe or Friend to the Black EducatQr?

Robert L. Lorentz
The University of Tennessee at Martin

Raja R. A. Issa
Mississippi Valley State University

, - - ~ -

With the proliferation of personal computers in the home and in the workplace; there is

an ever increasing demand for the integration of computers into the curricula of both secondary
- ,- -

and institutions of higher learning. Invariably, the approach taken to satisfying such demands

involves the training of the current staff of educators in the use of personal computers as a
- '

teaching tool and as a research and administrative tool. ' Studies have indicated that teachers

receiving instruction in the use of computers have a higher level of anxiety than students.
, -

The anxiety experienced by educators has been mainly attributed toa generalized fear of

,: technology and the fear generated when one is being affected by events one cannot control.

Exposure to the use of computers can cause a significant decrease in' anxiety. One way to

measure such anxiety is to look for possible exposure to the computer in a.classroom setting.

The purpose of the current study is twofold:

1. to measure the anxiety of the black educator prior to training 'on the computer,
and

2. to measure the change in attitude resulting from exposure to a one semester
laboratory course in microcomputer applications. . '

,,' , ;
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ABSTRACT.

Choice of Optimal Production TechnQlo2Yfor a Small
Deveiopin2Country usin2 a Linear PrQ2rammin2 Model

Tadesse Mengistu
Dillard University
. Bichaka Fayissa

Middle Tennessee State University
Robert Lorentz

University of Tennessee, Martin
': :.'

One of the fundamental issues with regards to the choice of optimal technique of

production is whether smaller developing countries such as Tanzania should acquire their

technologies from highly industrialized economies such as U.S.A. or from other lowwage but

> relatively more-industrialized developing countries such as India.

In line with this, the objective of the duty is to conduct an empirical study to find out',..
whether the gain of acquiring technologies from the larger developing countries is higher than

that from the advanced nations.

-Three countries (each with eighteen industrial sectors) are considered in the study. They

are: Tanzania, India and U.S.A. For each of the countries, a production technology matrix is

constructed using data gathered from the input-output table of each respective country.

Then using Multi-Purpose Optimization System (MPOS), a linear programming problem

" is constructed and programmed in the light of the various assumptions being adopted.

To determine optimal technological choice, we convert the data which represent the
I

production techniques of each country into a system of linear equations; and solve these

equations using the process of substitution.

Having solved the linear equations, we compare' (product byproduct) the optimal feasible

solutions of the three alternative production techniques and choose that technique which has

generated the highest optimal value and hence the largest contribution to total income. Now,

continuing the comparison of the optimal feasible solutions for each good, we count the number
93
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of times U.S.A. and Indian technology replace Tanzanian technology. Based on the number of

counts,. if U.S.A.'s technology is frequently indicated, we conclude that Tanzania will benefit

more by acquiring its technology from U.S.A. On the other hand, if Indian technology occurs
, " .

more often in our count, we conclude-that Tanzania will be better off importing its technology

from India.: In contrast, if Tanzania's technology appears relatively more frequently than that of

U.S.A. and India, we conclude that Tanzania need not rely heavily on foreign technology and

that it should depend more on its own local domestic technology.
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ABSTRACT

The Japanese Economic 9rowth: -Postwar Period

Tahany R. Naggar
west Chester University

./

In The Year 2000 by Herman Kahn, he predicted that Japan Willmake ~ correction in its

cultural and social-orientation as it assumes a greater role in world affairs. -lij his view, Japan

will be the leading nation in the next century. His above prediction is obviously correctunless

for some unforeseen and unexplainable reason Japan would slide significantly backwards.
- .

However, Kahn's projected growth in gross national product were higher in his Emer!WI~_

Japanese Superstate than the actual growth rates. Nonetheless, it is now evident that Japan will

compete against other Oriental countries such as China, Korea and Taiwan in the next century.

Through the occupation years, Japan struggled from ruins of defeat and postwar disorder.

The American policy in Japan was best described as being "punishment and reform". The policy
. . . . .:.

expressed itself in various reforms calculated to diffuse wealth and economic initiative more-

widely such as: Land Reform, introduction of Labor Laws, promotion of social welfare and trade.
. .. , \

unionism, dissolution of the Zaibatsu, and the enactment of Anti-Trust Laws.

.J::

- - -

It was the outbreak .of~e Korean War that swept the economy on to a new plane. The

United Nations forces used-Japan as an arsenal while the United States spentmillions of dollars

in the form of "special procurement". The remarkable surge deserves close examination not only

for its transformation .of Japanese society but for its testing of policies and attitudes In the

political economic growth. -

_The major characteristics of the Japanese growth and development are as follows:

;.}.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High Pitched -IndustrialGrowth & Development r
Increasing Productivity Levels - _
Capital Formation -Jatest acquirement was Seven Eleven Stores in March 1990.
High Level Savings _
Increasing Consumption Levels - still at least half U.S. level
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6. Dual Industry - large enterprise and many tiny establishment
7. Strong Banking & Finance System .
8. Laissez Faire complemented with a Planning Economy
9. Increase in Real Output vs. Slow Increase in Wages
10. Unbalanced Growth - rise in industrial output relative to Japanese GNP
11.. Change in Composition of Output - Exporting New Products
U. Import-Saving Pattern of Industrial Growth

The Japanese explosive growth since 1953 has attracted an enormous amount of attention

in the postwar period. From 1953 to 1965, GNP grew by 9.4% yearly. Such a rate exceeded

14% of 1968 and was well above that of any other developed country. According to the United

Nations, National Accounts Statistics: Analysis of Main Aggregates, 1985, the average rates, of

, .
'. I

growth of Japan's gross domestic product for the period 1970-1975, 1975-1980, and 1980-1985

were 4.6%, 5.0%, and 3.8% respectively. The Japanese experience was, therefore, an extreme

case of a general phenomenon which took place in a booming w~rld economy.

In conclusion, Japan has reached economic success and no doubt will continue to prosper

through an effective bureaucracy combined with active business enterprise. No single

determinant or dynamic impulse can well be singled out unless it is something called "Will to

Develop" --- a phrase that says very little and yet sums up as well as any other the whole record

of Japan since 1868.
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ABSTRACT·

The Practical Use of Movin2 Avera2es
To Determine Bond Market Trends

Allyn B. Needham and Harry Drummond
Mutual Fund Portfolios

Charles M. Becker
Texas Christian University

,
During the period running from January 1978 to December 1987, short term and long

term interest rates fluctuated greatly. The 90 day Treasury Bill rate moved from 6.14% (April

22, 1978) to a peak of 16.67% (December 19, 1980) before moving back to 5.08% (October 10,

1986). The 30 year Treasury Bond rate also made a large swing from 8.08% (January 7, 1978)

to a high of 15.07% (October 2, 1981) before declining to 7.16% (July 18, 1986). The

movement in rates created opportunities for large profit or loss in a once.relatively stable market

. Astute (or lucky) investors purchasing 20 year Treasury Bonds on January 1, 1982 achieved a

40.35% total return by the next January 1. However, purchasers of the same security ionJanuary

1, 1978 had to endure three years of total return losses before obtaining a minimal gain of 1.85%

in 1981.

Thus, this period necessarily created a concern for investors who traditionally have relied

on a buy/hold strategy for bonds. An investor purchasing 20 year Treasury Bonds on January 1,

1988 and selling them on December 31, 1987 achieved an annualized compounded rate of return

of only 9.06%. If the same investor had purchased one year Treasury Bills at the beginning of

each year instead, the annualized compounded rate of return would have been 9.88%. While the

stated results for this period ran contrary to the traditional wisdom of buying and holding bonds,

tremendous opportunity existed for more aggressive investors using a buy/sell strategy. One

strategy allows investors to use a series of models to assist in creating buy/sell signals. The use

of tandem models to create a single strategy can be successful and provide protection. By using
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a CRB Index (CRB) moving average and Dow Jones Industrial 20 Bond moving average (D120),

buy/sell and confirmation signals may be generated to create such a tandem, single strategy.
I .

The CRB Index reflects the changes in a basked of 27 commodities. These movements

.may reflect shifts in the economy and/or future changes in the investment markets. Relative to

bond yields, movements in the CRB, on average, lead movements in The U.S. Treasury 20 year

bond yields by eight months. Therefore, the CRB would appear to be a good indicator for the

bond market because of its normally inverse relationship to bond prices. While the use of one

model to generate buy/sell signals for a particular market may be successful, it may expose an
.

investor to undue market risk. Therefore, a second model should be introduced to support and

confirm the signals generated by the other. We thus recommend as a second model a moving

average of the Dow Jones Industrial 20 Bond index. The DJ20 moving average, like all market

trend averages, lags the peaks and troughs of its own market Because of this it seems the likely

model to compliment the CRB model. Through this tandem relationship, the CRB buy/sell

signals may be confirmed by the DJ20 model.

For this study, both moving averages used a measurement ~riod of 65 weeks. By

comparing the daily price to the moving average price buy/sell signals were generated. When

the daily DJ20 price rose above the moving average price, a buy signal was given, indicating that

bond prices were moving higher and interest rates lower. When the daily DJ20 fell below the

moving average price, a sell signal was given, indicating that bond prices were moving lower

and conversely, interest rates higher. The inverse was true for the CRB Index.

The period January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1987 was selected to examine the results of

this tandem model. Although several strategies may be created by this tandem model, a

conservative one was selected. Bonds were not purchased until a confirmation was given by the

DJ20 model. Sales out of bonds were made when the first sell signal was given.
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To test the 'buy/sell bond model (Bond M), the strategy was compared against two

alternative strategies:

1) A portfolio comprised of one year Treasury Bills (TBills)

2) A portfolio comprised of 20 year U.S. Treasury Bonds (TBond)

The TBill strategy provided an investor with an annualized compounded return of 9.88%.

The annualized compounded return for the TBond portfolio was 9.06%. These strategies used

U.S. government backed securities, and therefore presented little market risk to the long term

investor. By following the Bond M buy/sell strategy, the Bond M portfolio achieved an

annualized compounded return of 16.92%. Although the use of the BondM strategy requited

the assumption of some market risk, Bond M the return exceeds TBond and TBill returns even

with an additional 4% risk premium, With a performance in excess of the risk premium added

returns, this model shows that the use of a buy/sell strategy in the bond market maybe effective

and profitable turning a once dull market into an additional avenue for asset growth.

I
1

I
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,'.-? Impact of Alternative Production. Demand and
Transportation Rate Chanl:es on the Northeast

Mississippi 'Grain M3rketinl: System

Anthony Negbeilebor, Albert J. Allen and
Travis D.Phillips ,

,.Mlsslssippi State University

. " , .

The objectives of this study were (1) to estimate an economically efficient combination

;, of grain elevators, feed mills and modes of transportation for handling soybeans, corn, and wheat

-inNortheast Mississippi and (2) to estimate 'how the optimal combination of grain elevators, feed
- .,

mills and modes of transportation obtained in objective one would be affected by (a) a' 30%

increase in grain production, (b) a 30% increase in feed demand, and-(c) a 20% and 40%

" increase in rail rates. To accomplish the objectives of this study, a linear programming model
,C";

!j. was employed.

The results indicate that grain receipts by intra-region feed mills originated at farms or

',_ out-of-region supply points. This implies that it was less costly for feedmills to receive grain

'," i' directly from sources of supply than to receive grain from elevators. The optimal solution used a
;; , -1

" ' .\,mixture of transportation modes for movirig grains from origins to destination points. Truck was

_ for short distances while rail was used to move grain long-distances.

An increase of 30 percent in grain production decreased feed grains imported while

, increasing the volume of grains marketed to firms from farms. However, an increase of 30

" percent in feed demand increased the volume of feed grains imported into the region and in some

cases, decreased thevolume of corn and wheat shipped from farms.

When rail rates were increased by 20 percent, no major changes occurred in the area.

However, when rail rates were increased by 40 percent, changes in transportation mode

.., occurred. In most cases.jruck was used instead of rail.
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ABSTRACT
Abstraction in Macroeconomic Analysis

- Patrick Ngwolo
University of Arkansas
, Sunday Ndoh,

Johnson Smith University

. When current economic environments are compared with those of the earlier periods.one
. - - -'. . .

finds that 'the nature of the ~ssential variables- 'that characterize the' economy has: altered

tremendously. In a large sense, there is a tendency to call to question the orthodox maintained

hypotheses that formed the, building blocks of macroeconomic inquiry. Due-to ipcreased
- -

openness and interdependence of the world economy, the domestic economy has become more

vulnerable to developments in other economies. In consequence, macroeconomic modeling has
, ,

become a more difficult exercise and the predictive power ofmost models has decreased:

The study investigates the nature arid relevance of abstraction in conceptual thoughts in

macroeconomic inquiry. An effort is made to examine the state of methodological inquiry in

other domains of science, (since the subject of inquiry overlaps several fields of scientific

disciplines) and contrast it with that of macroeconomic inquiry. The study elucidates some of

the conceptual problems in abstraction process that macroeconomic investigators encounter in

their study in the face of volatility and interdependence of economies.

Abstraction is an ,attempt to reduce ,'the complexity of an economic phenomenon to a

simple picture language, while recognizing the essential variables, their characteristics and the _

nature of the interaction of such variables.' Abstraction is an attempt, designed to consider an

object or group of objects under oneviewpoint while disregarding other properties, or elements:

While shedding intellectuallighton a phenomenon 'it helps in concept formation that leads to a

, recognition of similarities or dissimilarities, or patterns inan economic system.

Abstraction plays a critical role in any serious investigative endeavor that follows

scientific methodology of inquiry. In either of the two dominant knowledge claims, those which
: , 103' '
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are testable or confirmable (or disconfirmable) by experience and those whose veracity or falsity -

depend on their logical or conceptual properties, abstraction is relevant., It aids conceptual
. .

thought that leads to buildinga thinking apparatus which serves as a basis for generalizing'

- information in either the empirical or purely theoretical studies. A useful thinking apparatus,

while being a structure in the .world of logic has two implications. One; if such an event occurs,'

that such results will Occur. This is based on the premise that once the complex process of a
I ,

phenomenon is known to be following a basic law, any other process with similar 'charac~ristics

and properties can be explained and the outcome, though unobserved, predicted from the initial "

conditions. Two, its utility rests on its power to suggest the next rung in the ladder of scientific

, advance.

Economic Science, in a large measure, is a tool for understanding and analyzing man's

interaction with his fellowkind, and the larger environment as economic agent, A useful

economic tool, in terms of the analytical.and predictive properties can only be as reliable as the

abstraction exercise. It is recognized that in the contemporary economic environment, due to

advances in information technology, the stock of available information on macroeconomic

phenomena become obsolete soon. Therefore, macroecono~c investigation--a process that

involves abstraction, modelling and possibly testing and prediction to narrow the range of

plausible scenarios, must include an explicit consideration of the changing characteristics and

dynamics of macroeconomic environments, ~d inclusion of "export-import" variable(s) in the

model.
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ABSTRACT
EconornicSystems and World View

R Thomas Nisbett, PhD
Wayland Baptist University

" I '

In this paper the author examines economic systems, religious systems, and phflosophical
" I

systems in the context of worldview. He defines economic systems, ideology, and r0rldview

and utilizes a grid for analyzing each. Is there a resurgence of ideology in theeconomic systems

today? Is there a moral dimension in economic systems? What alternate economic worldviews.

are influencing the global economy?

The author classifies major economic systems, major schools of economic tho~ght, major
I

religious systems, major philosophical systems,and worldviews with this ODMIgrid system.

The grid system is designed to evaluate four questions: '

(1) What is the Qillll of the system?

(2) What is the Dia~osis of the system?

(3) What are the Means for attaining the goals?

(4) What is the Image of the system?

The author evaluates' some of the implications of the grid system. He concludes that

worldview is largely responsible for molding economic systems.
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ABSTRACT

An Economic Interpretation ofthe Relation Between
Police Powers And Substantive Due Process

Edd S. Noell
Westmont College

The late nineteenth-century Supreme Court rulings on the consti,tutiona!ity of s~te labor
. . . . , . .

-: . . laws offer a fertile field for application of models of ~onomic regulation. This study examines
\' .. .

. . ' -
several key pieces of litigation, including the famous Slau~hterhouse Cases (1873) and the case. .

of Butcher's Union Co. v: Crescent City Co. (1884), which marked out the Court's approach to- .

the economic due process clause in the Fourteenth Amendment The interest group model of

regulation is found to be of limited value in Understanding the Court's limitations on state police'

powers. It is argued instead that the market failure model, as interpreted in me framework of the

common law's approach to economic regulation, provides a more credible explanationofthe

Court's opinions. They are better understood in light of the common law distinction between the

legitimate and illegitimate application of regulation under state police powers.

, .
~, .
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The RQle of Entrepreneurship in Market and Non-Market Economies

Michael P. O'Neill, Ph.D.
Bethel College

.', ..~' ,

This abstract will focus on' the role of entrepreneurship in market and, non-market

activities and on the components of entrepreneurial supply and -economic deveIQpmen~. It will

use a synthesized. defmition first developed in my doctoral dissertation (and later discussed in an

-,. unpublished paper entitled "The Entrepreneur in Economic Development"). It will combine my

defmition of the entrepreneur and utilize "A Common Model of Schumpeter, Hagen, and

McClelland's Entrepreneur in Economic Development." ,

The common model synthesizes: (1) the historical sequence of economic development

with the business cycle ,of the economy, social change, and personality formation and (2) a

personality formation theory of the entrepreneur. The basic economic paradigm is drawn from

, ....

';,

. . '

Schumpeter'srnodel, while the models of Hagen and McClelland provide the backdrop of social

change for the formation of the entrepreneurial personality.

Following Schumpeter's definitions, economic development occurs from internalsources,
. " I "

. I'"",

': , such as the entrepreneur and economic growth Occurs from external forces. The carrying out of
",

new combinations is development in the Schumpeterian sense. Five examples of the execution

of new combinations are as follows: "(1) the introduction of a new good or of a new quality of a
. '. .

good, (2) the introduction of a new method of production, or it may be a new way of handling a
" ,

commodity commercially, (3) the opening of a new market, (4) the conquest of a new source of
, ..

supply of raw materials or half-manufactured goods, (5) the carrying out of the new organization

of any industry or the breaking up a monopoly position." The entrepreneur may be a person, a

firm, a government, or some combination of these.
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Many of these changes are a movement away from Marxism toward modified capitalism;

from a centrally planned economy to a more "hybrid market economy;" totalitarianism to

democracy. Entry to exploit the markets of the upcoming United European -Community will be
, .

done via joint' ventures. There is also a move by the Communist bloc toward a market economy.

If change continues at this pace, then it is quite likely to cause a tremendous rise in the number

of entrepreneurs-mot only individuals, but also companies, and groups of countries.

One of the most significant changes in the past twenty years has been the movement

toward a global economy. With global competition there are no borders. If a firm is not globally

competitive, in this day and age, it is not likely to stay in business (unless there are significant

national security interests, special pressure interests, or government subsidies or regulations).

Economic models and economic systems will probably be replaced by hybrid models and

systems. What is likely to happen? Clearly, there will be a synthesis of those values,

parameters, models, and economic systems to be sure that those items that work will be kept; and

those items that do not work will be discarded.

In the non-market and market economies entrepreneurs exist in the black (underground)

markets as they do in the market economy with illegal goods. With this movement away from

non-market economies (i.e., centrally planned economies) toward market-based economies, there .

will be.opportunities for the entrepreneur as a person, firm, or joint venture to provide goods or

services. The repression that existed in Soviet-styled economies fits well in Hagen's traditional

society and the withdrawal of status respect For the past forty-five years of the cold war, the

psychological back drop has been set for the rise in entrepreneurship. Gorbachev's reforms, the

experiment with democracy, the failures of Soviet-based economies to satisfy consumer demand

to price goods and services with no relation to cost. and their failure to centrally plan their

economies successfully are additionally fanning the fires of destruction for Marxism.
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Imagine a joint venture with a western firm and a Soviet-styled government firm. They
" " I

could shake up the production and cost functions and transfer technology, then productivity and

output are likely, to improve, assuming a competent and motivated labor force. Even if above

assumption is violated, productivity and output are likely to be higher than they are now.

There are many virgin markets and underutilized markets thai any entrepreneur could tap.
, t

"

,
, ~,

1
i
1
j
~

I

For example, in the fast food industry, imagine McDonald's or Burger King becoming household

names throughout the Soviet bloc and developing countries.

One problem in doing a deal with the Soviet Union is the lack of convertibility of the

ruble--a joint venture's profits have no way of exiting the Soviet Union. The rules of the game

have changed, are changing, and will change provided the rise of nationalism does not result in

the typical totalitarian response (send in the troops). The rise of nationalism might just separate

the states of the Soviet Union. The ballot box and the failing economy are likely to be the

catalyst for a swarm of entrepreneurial activity. Think: of the possibilities for just consumer

goods for a united Western Europe in 1992, the failing COMECON countries, and those

j
i

possibilities with Schumpeter's carrying out of new combinations. Those opportunities may very

well boggle the mind. .

In conclusion, it will take time to see if the hypotheses are verified by the empirical

evidence. Theory and conjecture is all we have to go on now.
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ABSTRACT

Use of a Contin2ent Valuation Model to Estimate Potential Reductions in Recreational
Benefits

Scott N. Ralston
Salisbury State University

A contingent valuation model is developed to estimate potential reductions. in

recreational benefits due to sedimentation in Reelfoot Lake' in western Tennessee. Hicksian
. '\ .

compensating variation measures of consumer surplus were estimated from-the model. Both

individual willingness-to-pay and total annual willingness-to-pay values were calculated for this
" - - ,. .

study; In addition to the consumer surplus estimate .generated by the model one other aspect of

the study was significant. A methodology was developed by which estimates of the recreational, " - 1 .
value of Reelfoot Lake could be used to suggest how much cost could be justified for _soil'

erosion control on agricultural land surrounding the lake.

I-
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ABSTRACT

The Effect of FlOOdplain.Location
, on,Residential Property Values

0' 1 .' .
Jerome L.Riser M.A., B.A.

United States Army Corps of Engineer

Introduction

Theeffect offloodplain location on the sales price of residential property in Southwest
'- -'

Little Rock, Arkansas is examined in this paper. Some authors have postulated that buyers are
',' " I

myopic when itcomes to the purchase of a home. I discovered in this analysis that home buyers

do adjust the purchase price when buying a home located in floodplain. The passage of' the

National. Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in 1968 and its implementation have affected the

planning and zoning regulations throughout the United States. The NFIPwasestablished as a

result of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968. The NFIP has encouraged 0jer 17,000

communities to adopt flood plain regulations andacquire flood insurance, Today man

f

y lending

institutions require the buyers to purchase flood insurance. .

Previous Studies

Numerous studies that have attempted to explain the effect of floodplain location on

residential sales price. Zimmerman+ and Donnelly- have studied the effects of these factors.

However there is more work to do on the effects of floodplain Iocation on the sales price of

residential property. .

Methodology

The following study is part of a larger study covering the city of Little Rock, Arkansas

which is composed of nine designated residential areas. The study focus is on area ie, in the
. 115"
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southwestern part of the state. The area is considered progressive with inhabitants who earn

moderate income. In 1988 there were over 300 residential sales in this part of the city. From

this population a random sample of one hundred and fifty sales of residential property were

chosen. Of the one hundred and fifty sales. a random sample of sixty-three properties were

selected. The regression model is a single equation model with price being the dependent

variable and variables tax, square feet, lot size, age of the house, floodplain location, and

fireplace representing the independent variables, i.e., PRICE = f (tax, square feet, lot size, age,

floodplain, and fireplace.)

IThe author is an economist with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and takes all responsibility.

for that study. Also thanks to Dr. Joni S. James Charles, Southwest Texas State University who

critiqued this paper at the Southwestern Social Science Meeting in Fort Worth, Texas, March

1990.

Results

The mean property tax liability for these homes was calculated to be $505.00. The

average age of the homes in the sample was fourteen years old and the home size average 1,326

square feet The mean price was $47,300. The age variable indicated that the price of the house

would be reduced by $763.00 and if the house contained afireplace it would be increased by

$7,000.00. The flood variable was negative 13 indicated that the price of the house would be

reduced by $13 for each dollar of tax liability thus the floodplain discount is $6,565. The flood

insurance premium is calculated by using rates for the structure and the con~nts with a $45 fee

added to the price. The premium is calculated on a $50,000.00 single family home, 1 foot above

the base floor elevation, and it did not include a basement It is assumed that the content value

was $25,000.00. The pre-firm premium is $408.00 and the post-firm rate is $213.00. Assuming

the annual premiums are converted to their equivalent annuity value (assuming a 10% rate of
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interest) thepre-firm and post-firm charge would represent $4,080.00 and $2,130.~ in value

respectively. When the pre-firmand post-firm premiums are subtracted from the flood plain

discount the difference is $2,485 for the pre-firm and $4,435 for the post-form constructed home.

The Pre-Firm results indicated that buyers who purchase homes in a flood plain discount the

capital value.of the property by an additional 5.0 percent over and above the capitalize value of

the mandated flood insurance premiums, while the post-firm discount amoun~ to 8.9 percent.

The additional amount over and above the insurance premium has been labeled the "hassle

i . premium".

Conclusion

The results of the analysis indicate that home buyers do take into account the purchase

price of a home when the house is located in a floodplain. Ironically, some of the modest homes

were builtin floodplains years ago. There is no specific rule to follow about deciding whether to

buy a home located in a floodplain, but it would be a good idea to find out when the last floods

l

I
I
1
I
!

.1
!;

occurred in a particular area if the house to be purchased is located in a floodplain.
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ABSTRACT

An Infrastructure Crisis; An Analysis of the Urban Bus Transit Industry

Walter P. Scott
Southwest Texas State University

Introduction

The main' purpose of this research is to look at a single industry, urban mass

transportation and test hypotheses about the effects of unions on the technical efficiency of bus

transportation. This research also focuses on the implications of governmental.subsidization for

firms which act as public monopolies for given areas.

The study is unique for two reasons. First it provides empirical evidence of the effects of

unions on productivity in a specific industry, the urban bus transit industry. Secondly, it

employs a direct productivity measure, the relationship between physical inputs and outputs.

Unionization and productivity have long been the focus of research. In their study, Bok

and Dunlop (1970) note that economists have debated the effects of collective bargaining on the .

efficiency of business enterprises. Empirical studies have shown that unions can impact the

conduct and performance of firms in many different ways. Lewis (1963) found that unipns raise

wages by 10 to 20 percent. According to Lewis when an union succeeds in raising employee

compensation, management will respond by hiring "higher quality" workers and increase the

capitalllabor ratio until the value of the marginal product is equal to the wage. Freeman and

Medoff (1979) argue that productivity is higher when collective bargaining is present in the work

place. However, Perry, Angle, and Pittel (1979) in a study of the urban bus transit industry

found that there is no significant union effect on labor productivity.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The empirical . question to be addressed IS whether productivity-enhancing or

.productivity-diminishing behavior dominates as a result of unionization. The study will examine

163 transit systems where motor buses are the main element of public transportation. The·

sample includes 48 firms where collective bargaining agreements were in effect during 1985.

The sample of firms will be drawn. from Urban Mass Transportation Administrations data

(UMTA, 1985). These statistics were reported by operating systems which were engaged only in

bus transit activities during the year studied.

The basis for the data analysis rests on the following framework: the current knowledge

established a union-productivity linkage. The question of whether unions enhance productivity

has produced mixed fmdings. Additional studies are needed to add to the existing research

which examines the union effect on productivity. In particular, total capacity miles of an

intracity bus system is hypothesized to be a function of a set of variables which includes labor,

capital, fuel, and unionization. A measure of governmental subsidization is also included in the

study to show how output, and therefore productivity, is affected by the degree of federal, state,

and local operating subsidies. These subsidies may also illustrate how expenditures are

standardized between firms, thereby controlling for public policy toward productivity and

growth.

The results indicate there is no union-productivity linkage and that additional federal

funding is highly questionable with respect to increases in capacity or ridership.
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ABSTRACT

The Impact of TechnolQ~Yon the U.S. Labor Market

Allan Shampine
Southern Methodist University

i
I
1- ,
i

i began my ana1ys~swith the hypothesis that recent advances in technology Ihave been

destroying median-skilled jobs. One portion of that market was requiring more and more skills

. to keep up with the ever more sophisticated technology available, while the other portion was

having its jobs either automated or simplified to the point where the only skills necessary were

two operable hands.

Given this hypothesis we would expect to observe the following things: an increase in

. wage inequality characterized by more workers moving into the tails of the wage distribution, an

increase in demand for skilled workers, and, in the long run, division of the economy into a dual

labor market.

I.

I

I
J.
!
•j
1

Observation of the economy over the last twenty years confirms. that these things have in --

fact occurred. Starting in the early 1970s, when computing and information technology began to

filter through the economy, wage inequality began to rise, driven by _~ increase in demand for

skilled workers to.service the new technology (Juhn, Murphy and Pierce, 19S9). The distribution

of workers around the mean wage flattened as workers moved from the mean into the tails. This

intriguing development has only recently been commented on and is in desperate need of more

research.

1
l
I .

i
;
I

By 1985 various tests confmned that the labor market had indeed split into distinct

primary and secondary sectors, although these sectors do not appear to be divided along

industrial or occup~tional lines (Dickens and Lang, 1985. Shapine, 1990). This result is

contrary to standard dual labor market theory but is consistent with the way we would expect

technology to impact different areas within the large industrial and occupational categories. it is
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significant that the observed phenomena. both in the case of the dual labor market and in that of .

the wage distribution, while not predicted by standard theory, are consistent with the hypothesis'

of technological change.

. Although it is certainly not the only possible explanation, the hypothesis ~f technological .

change appears to be able to tie together a diverse group of otherwise puzzling phenomena.
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ABSTRACT

Educational Crisis in America and Japan

.'Milton Simmons and Robert L. Lorentz
.The University of Tennessee at Martin

. ToshioSei
Hirosaki UniversityI

f

This paper represents a collaborative effort by the authors to assess the comparative
. . . .

strengths and weaknesses of two vast educational systems, each' of which aredeemed to bein a

state of crisis.: The distinctive features of each crisis is described in terms of magnitude, causes,

remedial strategies, and the probable social and economic impact on the respective nations.'
. .

Evidence that a crisis exists in American education is presented in terms of steadily declining

scores on standardized achievement tests; Jack of basic skills by a substantial percentage of high

school graduates; extremely low .rankings in specific' subject matter areas when compared to

students from other nations;, high drop out rates; and a functional illiteracy rate, especially

among ethnic minorities, which has reached potentially calamitous proportions. The specific

weaknesses pointed to in American education appear to be strengths 'of Japanese education in .

terms of basic skills, low drop out rates, and a very high literacy rate. This paper looks beneath

surface appearances to the psychic costs of Japaneseachievements in terms of group

submergence and the school refusal phenomenon. The question is raised as to whether or not the

suppression of creativity is endemic within Japanese education.
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National and Retail Advertisin2: Their Effects on Competition

Robert Tokle
Idaho State University

,There are two basic theoretical views of how advertising affects, competition. One school

of thought believes that advertising decreases competition through product differentiation and
,0 _, • _

. .; ~ economies of scale' in advertising. The other school of thought believes that advertising
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increases competition by providing information to the consumer. Hence, there are plausible

economic arguments on both sides of the issue: does advertising increase or decrease
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competition? Comanor and Wilson (1979, p. 457) state, "While these theoretical models are

important for their explanations of how advertising might work, it.is evident that no consensus

has developed."

This paper suggests the effect of advertising on competition is not ambiguous: Rather,

some types of advertising are anticompetitive while other types are procompetitive. Following'

Norris (1984), it is helpful to seperate advertising into two different types, national and retail.

National advertising, which is largely ran by manufacturers, tends to be morepersuasive

than informative. Hence, televisionis an important media for national advertising. In particular,

this persuasive advertising works best when it is difficult for consumers to determine whether

one product is in fact superior to another. A good example is ReaLemon lemon juice, which in

1973 had 80 percent of the market but charged a price 35 percent higher than its identical rival

products.

In addition, larger firms .have some advantages' over smaller firms in ,using national

advertising, most which can be considered to bea barrier to entry. Conglomerates have an,

advantage over smaller rivals (often single-product companies) due to their ability to employ

cross-subsidization. There also exists both real and pecuniary seale advantages in advertising,
, .
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though the pecuniary scale advantages are probably greater. In his interviews, Levmore (1978)

found that advertising personnel from small and large firms, the networks, and advertising

agencies all believed that large advertisers enjoy these rate advantages.' Also, there exist a

number of restrictive practices that favor large advertisers, as receiving more favorable time

slots. Finally, advertising agencies favor larger advertisers.

In contrast retail advertising, which is largely run by retailers, tends to be quite.

informative, especially on price. Examples include the classified ads in newspapers, the yellow

pages, some mail-order catalogs, and some retail store ads. More information will make market

demand curves more elastic, putting downward pressure on prices. Also, this information could

help new entrants to overcome loyalty and familiarity with established products. Therefore,

retail advertising in most cases is likely to be procompetitive. .

To further contrast the economic effects of national versus retail advertising, two case

studies of each national and retail advertising are presented. The case studies involving national

advertising illustrates past activity by Folger's coffee and Miller Brewing Company (after it

merged with Phillip-Morris). In both cases, during a short period of time after advertising was

greatly increased, the number of firmsIn each industry fell dramatically while industry

concentration rose. The case studies involving the retail advertising illustrates how advertising

, brought down price for eyewear and lawyer services.

Also shown are some average level.and changes in concentration ratios (CR) for a broad

sample of U.S. manufacturing industries for 1963-82. Advertising ran by firms in these

industries would be mainly national advertising. The average CR for all industries during this

period were very stable. But when separated into consumer and producer goods industries, the

consumer-goods industries have a higher level of ~R that increased during this period while the

producer-goods industries experienced a falling CR. Similar results were obtained when the

industries were separated by high, medium and low advertising intensity (measured by
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advertising-to-sales ratios). The high advertising intensity industries had the highest average

level of CR and also the biggest increases in CR for the period.
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ABSTRACT

Secured Deposits Instead of Insured Deposits

David Townsend
Sam Houston State University

The case for deposit insurance rests on two generally accepted beliefs: ~1) deposit

insurance is necessary to prevent panics and bank runs such as the Panics of 1873, 1884, 1893,

1907 and the failure of over a third of U.S. banks from 1930 to 1933; and (2) deposit insurance is

necessary to protect unsophisticated depositors from incurring losses as a 'result of bank failures.
,

The first belief is irrelevant since the conversion from gold to managed paper in the 1930s made

our monetary system panic proof. Secondly, with respect to protecting unsophisticated

.depositors, requiring banks to offer secured deposits is vastly superior to mandating deposit

insurance.

Apparently a failure to understand the implications of the fundamental change in the U.S.

monetary system in 1934 (from a gold standard system to paper standard system) was a major

reason for establishing federal insurance of deposits in the 1930s ~d for retaining deposit

insurance in 1989.

Writing in 1963 on the differences between a gold and a paper monetary system, I placed

the blame for money panics and bank runs on the gold system, and argued that a paper money

system makes the banking system panic or run proof. 1

Today, the Federal Reserve has legal authorization to loan Federal Reserve Notes to all

banks (commercial banks and thrifts) in amounts equal to 100 percent of the banks' deposits, if

necessary. Thus it is no coincidence that recurring monetary panics ceased to be a part of our

.national experience when, we adopted a paper standard monetary system. Deposit insurance
,

makes depositors feel secure, but it is not necessary to prevent panics and runs.
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As an aside to the main argument in this section it should be noted that since a money

panic and a run on the banking system is impossible under a managed paper standard monetary

system, the popular contemporary argument that some banks are too big to fail is fallacious. In-

1984, the FDIC should have permitted Chicago's Continental Bank to fail. Uninsured deposits in

excess of $100,000 should not have been protected. We should not now have a deposit

insurance double standard in which all deposits in very large banks are insured in fact; if not

legally, while in all other banks deposits are protected only to the legal maximum of $100,000.

Because small deposits are rationally ignorant regarding the credit worthiness of banks in

general and of banks in their locale in particular, there is universal agreement that small

depositors should not be impaired either by loss of principal or loss of liquidity as a result of

bank failure. Therefore, even though replacing the gold standard with a paper standard in the

1930s made the banking system panic or run proof, a case can still be made for federal insurance

of deposits owned by rationally ignorant firms and households.

There is no reason to examine here the many disadvantages of government insurance of

. deposits. It is sufficient to note that the existence of an insurance system forces government to
. I

protect the insurance trust fund and/or taxpayers through rigid regulation of bank asset selection

decisions and through severe entry restrictions. The effect of these regulations and restrictions is

to lessen competition in banking markets and to cause misallocation of resources. If concern for

competition and resource allocation induces government to "deregulate," then highly leveraged

banks will exploit the opportunity to borrow at low, riskless rates of interest and then acquire

high risk and high yield assets. And, of course, the end of this deregulation scenario is an

increase in the number of bank failures, exhaustion of deposit insurance trust funds, and heroic

bailouts of the deposit insurance system by taxpayers.

The point of this paper is that a single banking regulation--Le., a requirement that all

banks offer customers the option of secured deposits--would satisfy society's demand for safe
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money for unsophisticated depositors just as well as deposit insurance. Unlike the insurance.

system, however, enforcement of the secured deposit requirement would remove the need for

government regulators to influence the lending and investing decisions of banks, and to restrict

entry into banking.

Under the system of secured deposits, banks would acquire fun~ for risk bearing loans

and investments by offering appropriately high interest yields to purchasers of unsecured

deposits. Of course, bank depositors opting for secured deposits would earn lower, riskless rates

of return. In sum, free, competitive banking markets and prices would emerge to guide the

allocation of financial resources through the banking system..f. .

IDavid Townsend, "Gold vs. Paper, and Th~ ·Contemp·oraryMonetary System of the

United States," Texas Business Review, September, 1963, p. 216 and 217.
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ABSTRACT

i . Institutional Economics at Oklahoma: A General Perspective and a Personal One

Roger M. Troub
Texas Tech University

In the history of economic thought and policy, "schools of thought" have played major

roles, and they continue to do so. Institutional economics is commonly deemed a school of

thought composed of "sub-schools." This paper examines the proposition that economics .at the

University of Oklahoma during the 1950s and 1960s either comprised a sub-school of a larger

institutional school of economics or otherwise provided a significant contribution to it It was

prepared for a panel comprised of Oklahoma economics doctoral products asked to describe,

explain, and assess the Oklahoma contribution to "institutionalism."·

The larger paper is comprised of three parts; an exainination of how economics at

Oklahoma differed, a review and reassessment of the nature of the history of American

institutional economics, and a sketch of the observer's background, .experiences with, and

"findings" about institutional economics at the University of Oklahoma. The paper ends with

concluding observations.

Economics at Oklahoma was different in at least three ways. One was the emphasis

given to learning-through-inquiry relative to simply acquiring existing perspectives, opinions,

and "theories" (and the skills needed to replicate and apply them through emulation; inculcation

in orthodoxy). The former involves "rigorous education" and the latter "rigorous training." A
. I

wide range of mixes between the two were tolerated and students allowed a significant measure .

of capacity to select the mix which best matched their personalities and inclinations. A second

was the nature of the State at the time. It .was a state With "pioneering" in memory

(homesteading in this century with statehood coming in 1907), a present primarily tied to past

technological advances m agriculture and oil and natural gas driven
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industrialization/urbanization (elsewhere and in the State), and an expected future tied to further

technological pioneering. A third was the faculty. It was a heterogeneous group which

prominently included (but was far from limited to) institutional economics working in the

tradition of all of institutional economics' "founders" (Thornstein Veblen, John R. Commons, .

and Wesley Clair Mitchell).

Martin Bronfenbrener is correct in specifying institutional economics as a movement.

rather than a school ("Early American Leaders - Institutional and Critical Traditions," American

Economic Review, Vol. 75, No.6 (December 1985), 13-17), but wrong about their lacking any

commonality other than dissent to orthodoxy. The early institutionalists shared infrastructural

perspectives (about generally how things are, how they have come to be that way, and what

might be brought into being) which provided the common concerns and perceptions of kinship;

sometimes close, sometimes not The early institutionalists did not fully identify, much less

adequately articulate the essential nature of their emerging common intellectual perspectives.

But they should not be faulted for it since the contours of the still emerging

evolutionary/ecological/instrumental (EEn post-modern scientific worl~view have only recently

come into view. Because this was the common but nascent basis for the movement (beyond

.various other objections to orthodoxy), and for several other important reasons, the development

of institutional economics confronted great obstacles.

Attending to the various domestic and international concerns of the aftermath of World

\

War IT diverted institutional economists from consolidating and. further developing an

institutional economics paradigm. But the movement was revived in the 1960s and 1970s.

Generally, the Oklahoma institutionalists were approaching the latter years of their academic

careers and did not actively participate. (They were not replaced with other institutionalists.)

During the 1950s and 1960s (and into the 1970s), there was a University of Oklahoma

Economics Department which contained institutional economists-each markedly different in
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their work and their approach to economics. And Oklahoma had a distinctly institutionalist

flavor, but their was no doctrinal school and no effort known to the author to establish one. To

have done so would have been contrary to institutional economics which emphasizes science

rather than dogma or doctrinare schools.

The author's personal history and interests matched what was dealt with and

-accommodated in terms of learning-through-inquiry. His inclinations before arriving at

Oklahoma were consistent with the perspectives and concerns of institutional economics. He

chose largely institutionalist oriented study. Some others did too, and some didn't.'
. .

From the point of view of institutional economics, the Oklahoma contribution is clear. It

participated in keeping the institutional economics movement alive by being one of the few
I

places students who viewed .themselves as having an institutionalist orientation (or later

discovered they did) could collect and take "collective action" to study economics with each
. ..

other and professors working in not one but all of institutional economics' founders. It provided

an environment not too inhospitable for multiple students with institutional propensities to obtain

the doctorates needed to introduce a few more students to institutional economics. And it

produced several of the economists active in the revival of institutional economics, in its focus

on public policy problem solving, and in work toward its further conceptual development
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ABSTRACT

Rural Hospitals and Economic DecIine

Keith K. Turner
University of Nebraska at Omaha

. Frances Mallory
Dana College

Blair, Nebraska

The State of Nebraska consists of 93 counties, 88 of which are considered to be rural or

non-metro.: Due to the Unusualgeographical composition of the state, it can be divided into three

types of regions: the metropolitan area located near the Missouri River in the southeastern

section; the farming sector, located in the central area; and the sandhills ranching sector, located

in the northwestern region of the state. Travel distance between communities inc~ases and

population decreases the farther ~est a person travels..

The declining population, labor force and employment in many rural Nebraska counties

have given rise to concern about the ability of various communities to provide adequate medical

care. Hospitals are experiencing many complex problems in today'senvironment. Some of the
I

problems include the difficulties of covering costs with current levels of Medicare and Medicaid

reimbursement according to DRG schedules.

Rural hospitals are further affected by the rural-urban differential in computation of DRG

payments. Legal and regulation based problems further complicate hospital operation and cost

structures. Many of these problems, while difficult, are "internal" problems. The "external"

problems such as declining population are not within the realm of normal operating problems

and are largely beyond the ability of the hospital to influence. Part of the population problem is

the aging of the rural population and consequently of the rural patient base.

The hypothesis of this paper is that those communities that have a hospital will only be

able. to support such a facility while there are favorable economic conditions in tpe county.

Economic decline will eventually cause closure of the hospital facility due to the inability of the
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area to retain population. sufficient to support it Population is viewed as the basic .macro

economic or external variable affecting hospital volume.

County data utilized include Nebraska Department of Health hospital statistics, resident

labor force, resident employment, population.

The hospital variables measure both stocks and flows. The stock data measure the
I·

existence of staff and facilities. Flow data measure hospital volume or utilization including

acute patient days, 'total patient days, discharges and bed occupancy rates.

The first step in examining the county demographic employment data is to determine the

growth rate of the series for each county. The growth rates were calculated for the period 1980~.

88. The 1988 data are revised estimates. The percentage change for the whole period as well as

annual average growth rates are calculated. The basic analysis consists of regressing percentage

changes and average annual growth rates in the demographic variable to percent changes and

average annual growth rates in the hospital variables. The data are changes in each variable for

each county so these are now cross section data, rather than time series data.

The process here is to analyze the relationships between the declining population

counties and declining volume hospitals. Not all hospitals decline on all volume measures for

population loss counties. Population is the variable that declines for most counties. Labor force

and employment can show growth in population loss counties due to workers crossing county

lines to work. This shows up in workforce data, however. Resident data frequently indicate

narrow labor force employment ratios since in many counties people must have a job in order to

continue to live there. This causes a low unemployment rate to be misleading since the people

by definition cannot live there unless they have a job. The attempt to isolate and compare the

negative county population change to the negative hospital variable change results in a relatively

short list of observations in which all variables are negative.. .This reduces the number of

observations for the regressions.
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The regression results indicate that the population. labor force and employment do

explain, in part, the changes ill the hospital variables of acute patient days and discharges. The
'. .

R2.values for the hospital and' couno/ variables range between .20 and .25 with all significant 1

statistics. This makes sense inasmuch as the acute care patients reflect the medical aspects of the

hospital itself. The existence of a hospital depends in part on the amount of acute care needed by

a community. Discharges are head count figures representing the volume Of>peoPIJinvolved .

with the hospital. Since population is a headcount variable, it is logical that these two would be

most closely related. The long term care is not being counted, hence total patient days is a less

useful variable.

The overall conclusion is that in the absence of any forces that stabilize' population, in

this group of rural counties hospitals will continue to be adversely affected by population

decline. The problems are compounded by the difficulties of retaining doctors and other trained

medical staff in the rural communities. In many communities it is almost inevitable that the

hospitals will close. It will take a magnificent degree of cooperation, coordination, and

consolidation to slow the process.
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ABSTRACT

Comments on the Quality of the Population Statistics or the Imperial Austria and the
. Republic or Poland

BronislawS. Wojtun
Le Moyne-Owen College

The primary purpose of the Comments is to reappraise the consistency dr the census

enumerations undertaken.in the Imperial Austria between 1821 and 1910 with the vital statistics

and the migration statistics applying the technique of the balancing equation. The same is true of

the Republic of Polandin the period from 1919 to 1939.

No statistical information is available that would allow a researcher to question the

overall consistency of the census totals with vital and migration statistics in the Imperial Austria

from 1821 to 1910 and the Republic of Poland between 192.1 and 1931. The unexplained

migration, the residual error e, is relatively small and is equal to 0.5% or less in all intercensal .

periods except 1830, 1880, and 1910 in Imperial Austria, where it is slightly higher. The data on

population and population movement of Imperial Austria and the Republic of Poland are

available for use to interested researchers and of good quality. - I
"The most basic method of demography is the decomposition of population change into

its components, or conversely the synthesis of the components to estimate the total population

change. Schematically, we may express this process in terms of the fundamental equation PI -

Po = B - D + I - 0 + e, where:

PI is the population at the end of the intercensal period.

Po is the population at the beginning of the intercensal period.

B are the live births in the intercensal period,

D are deaths in the intercensal period,

I is immigration in the intercensal period,
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o is outmigration in the intercensal period, and

e represents the residual error.

On the basis of additional knowledge about the accuracy of the various terms, one may

be able to decide whether e can be attributed as a measurement error almost wholly to a

particular term of the equation." (1)

The above balancing equation' was applied to the statistics on population and population

movement of the Imperial Austria in 1821 to 1910 and of the Republic of Poland from 1921 to

1931. In the process of application the following steps were undertaken:

(a) The intercensal increases were determined by subtracting successive census totals form
I

1821 to 1910 and from 1921 to 1931. The totals were adjusted for the population

additions resulting from territorial acquisition. The sources of data are publications of

the Central Statistical Commission of Imperial Austria in Vienna and the publications of

the Chief Bureau of Statistics in Warsaw for Poland.

(b) The natural increase was computed by deducting deaths from the live births. Necessary

adjustments were made for the fraction of the year, since the live births and deaths were

reported in Imperial Austria for the year that started on, November 1 and ended on

October 31 for the first half of the nineteenth century till the census of October 31, 1850.

Afterwards the births and deaths were reported on the basis of the regular calendar year.

(c) The net migration was estimated as a residual deducting from the natural increase the

intercensal increase. When necessary it was adjusted for the territorial acquisitions.

(d) .The officially recorded net migration between 1819 and 1869 was computed by

subtracting the authorized arrivals form authorized departures. But, when residents of

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy' were granted freedom of movement in ithe Constitution of
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December 31, 1867 the state lost control over migration of population andl municipal ,
. .

authorities stopped being a source of statistical information.

(e) The overseas migration net is based on reports of the port authorities as recorded in the

official statistical publications for Imperial Austria, The data on embarkation and

disembarkation were issued by the German seaports of Hamburg and, Bremen and in

various time periods included also data from Le Havre, Bordeaux,.· Marseilles,

Amsterdam, Antverp, Trieste and Fiume.

(f) The unexplained migration was computed in the following manner:

(i) For the years 1821-1869 the officially recorded migration net was deducted from

residual migration computed under (c) to establish the unexplained portion.

(ii) For the years 1869-1910 the residual migration calculated under (c) was adjusted

for the net overseas migration to determine the unexplained portion.

(iii) In the Republic of Poland the officially recorded net migration was deducted from

. the residual migration to estimate the unexplained migration.

(g) The unexplained portion of the population movement was com~uted as a percent of the

total population at the preceding census if ~ (error) was positive and at the last census if ~

was negative.

There were three exceptional periods (vide supra) ending in 1830, 1880 and 1910 which

may require some additional explanation. In the case of the census of 1830 natural increase

figures reflect the onslaught of the cholera epidemic. This invasion of cholera is not reflected in

the census data. There was no large official migration into Austria recorded in historical

documents.

In the intercensal period 1869 the overseas migrations primarily based. on the seaport

authorities reports of Hamburg and Bremen and starting in 1875 also French seaports of Le

Havre, Bordeaux and Marseilles. Migrants using other seaports of embarkations were not
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included in the net overseas migration figures. .This will allow for the discrepancy between

observed censusdata and the net residual migration.

. The first dec~e' of the twentieth centuiy witnessed reemigration from fue overseas on a

noticeable scale: The available data cover only three years: 1908, 1909 and 1910. The rest of
. .

the decade is 'omitted from the data. This will make the statistics on overseas migration. . .

overstated for the intercensal period ending in 1910.
. .
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ABSTRACT
Nearly-Free Bankin~

W.William Woolsey
The Citadel

This paper introduces Nearly-Free Banking (NFB). NFB combines characteristics of the
, . i

Black-Fama-Hall payments system and a conventional monetary system using an interest-rate

operating target. An means of payment are 'issued by competing banks and the clearing system
, ~

is privately operated. The monetary authority implements its policy by fixing thelPrice of a

security used by the banks to settle their net clearing balances.: The process,of clearing arbitrage

generates liquidity effects that force all market interest rates to adjust to a level consistent with

the yield on.the clearing security.

The monetary authority can usually follow a laissez-faire policy, allowing market forces
. I

to determine the price and yield on the clearing security. If it has a credible commitment to a

target for nominal income or the price level,speculation on financial markets tend to cause'. ..' '. I

changes in market interestrates ~d aggregate .~emand that autom~~~allYimplement ithe ~~et.

NFB allows a monetary authonty to exploit the market's ability' to gather and utilize

decentralized knowledge relevant to its target.
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ABSTRACT

Demand for Currency Ho1dinl:s; An Examination of the U.S. Case

Mahmood Yousefi
University of Northern Iowa

Between 1960 and 1987, currency in circulation in the U.S. increased b~ 532 percent, and

per capita currency holdings increased by 504 percent, from $160 to $806. Although the

increase in real per capita currency holdings were not as rapid as that of nominal increase,

nonetheless, it rose by 132 percent between 1960 and 1987.

Approximately about 90 percent of all currency held outside the banking system is held

by individuals within the country. The bulk of this currency is held for transaction purposes and

since 1961 the currency deposit-ratio has been rising steadily.

Several plausible, explanations are: increased female participation in the labor force, a

rise in the number of families headed by women, and changes in the overall income distribution .

.The primary focus of this study is on the increased female participation in the labor force and,

more specifically, the increasing number of families with more than o~e wage-earner and their

demand for cash. A model incorporating all these changes is constructed. Time-series data

. spanning 1960-1988 are utilized to empirically test the validity of the proposed model. On the

basis of our findings, we suggest that the rate of growth of currency holdings can be explained

without overemphasizing tax evasion as a motive or the underground economy as the repository.

A convincing explanation, albeit a partial one, is the rise in the number of two income families.
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Impacts of HiJ:hway Construction Expenditures on Economic
Growth. PlanninJ: Policies. and Transportation

Laurence M. Crane, Clay Hanks, and Dock Burke
Texas A&M University

COMMENTS

Albert J. Allen
Mississippi State University

This is a good paper and I personally want to extend my appreciation to the authors for a

paper well done. Since the paper was well done, I have only a few comments about the pa~r.

My comments should not be considered critical of the paper, but only suggestions that might

make an already good paper into a great paper.

The authors are advised to show which variables are significant (or non-significant) and

at what level of significance. These could be included as footnotes on the appropriate tables

found in the text. Also, the authors are advised to explain the reasons why some of the variables

selected for the analysis were lagged 2-years, 3-years, and 4-years while others were not

In the paper the authors did not reveal if they had any problems with multicollinearity,

therefore the authors are encouraged to check to make sure that this problem does not exist in the

paper. Finally the authors are encouraged to show in the paper if the variables utilized in the

models show the correct economic signs. For example, do the authors expect highway

expenditures to have positive (or negative) effects on economic development and employment?
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